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Each year, millions of adults attend educational programs which 
are planned and sponsored by Cooperative Extension. At the same time, 
many people choose not to attend. Little is known about what moti-
vates people to attend or not to attend an Extension-sponsored pro-
gram (Coward, 1978). 
Extension Home Economics programs traditionally have revolved 
around the organized educational unit or Extension Homemakers, Home 
Demonstration Clubs, or Town and Country Clubs. This has been true 
in Oklahoma. 
Oklahoma Extension Homemakers participated in the 1979 National 
Extension Homemakers' Council Study of Membership. In the Muskogee 
County surveys that were returned, there were 13.2 percent of the home-
makers under age 35. This compared to 23.21 percent in the northeast 
district and 15.97 percent statewide. About eight percent were under 
age 30 in the National Survey (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1981). 
A study in an adjoining county showed 10.2 percent of 157 extension 
homemakers under age 30 (Wooley, 1979). Wooley (1979, p. 1) stated 
"Some of the groups had 50th anniversary celebrations in 1975 with 
charter members present. This tells the story of the ages of many of 
the members." A similar situation exists in Muskogee County. 
Yollllg family programs became a national program thrust of the Co-
operative Extension Service in 1974. By 1980, it was estimated that 
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there would be 42 million young adults in the age 20-29 group in the 
United States. This included over 752,000 young persons in Oklahoma 
(Smith, 1974). 
The 1980 Census showed that Muskogee County had a total popula-
tion of 66,939 consisting of 24,736 households. The city of Muskogee 
had 40,011 persons in 15,605. Data showed Muskogee Cotmty had 16,097 
young adults aged 18 to 34, of which 8,813 were female. 
Housing data showed 17,771 owner occupied housing units, which 
was 72.84 percent of the total housing in Muskogee County. City data 
showed 10,403 owner occupied houses, which was 83.66 percent of the 
total. Median value of county homes was $27,700, compared to $27,800 
for city homes (Department of Economic and Community Affairs, 1981). 
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The 1979 per capita personal income for Muskogee County was 
$7,585 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981). No updated income distri-
bution data was available for the county. 
Census data from 1980 showed the population for Oklahoma to be 
3,025,290, of which 1,476,705 were men, or 48.81 percent and 1,548,585 
were women, or 51.18 percent. The median ages for all individuals were 
30.1 years, 28.7 years for men, and 31.6 years for women (Department 
of Economic and Community Affairs, 1981). Data showed that 24 percent 
of Oklahoma's population was between age 18 and 34 (U.S. Department 
of Commerce, 1971). With so great a number of potential participants 
in the county, state, and nation, it is a major concern why young fam-
ilies were not participating more fully in Extension programs. 
Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this study was to determine (a) ways of increasing 
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yollllg family participation in extension programs by looking at reasons 
they gave for choosing not to participate, (b) the educational needs 
and interests of young families, and (c) preference of times for pro-
gramming and methods of receiving educational information. These 
were looked at with extension home economics programs in mind. The 
specific objectives of this study were: 
1. To determine reasons for participation or non-participation 
by yollllg families in formal Cooperative Extension home economics 
programs. 
2. To determine the programmatic needs of young families. 
3. To assess the involvement of young families in other 
activities. 
4. To determine time preference and method preference for deliv-
ery of program information. 
5. To make recommendations for further research and to reconmend 
procedures for improving programming for young families. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were postulated for the study. They 
were: 
H1 - There will be no significant difference in ages of home-
makers and ages and numbers of their children in young families who 
are not involved in extension programs as compared to families who 
. are involved in extension educational programs. 
H2 - There will be no significant difference in the place of 
residence and home ownership by young families who are not involved 
in extension programs as compared to families who are involved in 
extension educational programs. 
H3 - There will be no significant difference in the number of 
employed homemakers that are not involved in extension programs and 
the number of employed homemakers who are involved in extension edu-
cational programs. 
H4 - There will be no significant difference in the knowledge 
level about Extension programs by young homemakers who are not in-
volved in extension programs and by young homemakers who are involved 
in extension educational programs. 
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H5 - There will be no significant difference in involvement in 
other activities for young families not involved in extension programs 
and in young families involved in extension programs. 
H6 - There will be no significant difference in programmatic 
needs for young families not involved in extension programs as com-
pared to interests and needs of young families who are involved in 
extension educational programs. 
H7 - There will be no significant difference in the method of 
program delivery preference in young families not involved in exten-
sion programs and in young families involved in extension programs. 
H8 - There will be no significant difference in the preference 
of time for programming in young families not involved in extension 
programs and in young families who are involved in extension programs. 
Assumptions Related to the Study 
The following assumptions are made for the study: 
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1. The home economics program of the Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice is educational in nature and is designed to assist individuals and 
families in solving everyday problems in home, family, and community 
living (Wampler, 1963). 
2. A large potential clientele is young families. The Extension 
Service is interested and has the capabilities of developing programs 
and methods to reach these young families. 
3. Yolll1g families have progrannnatic needs and can and will par-
ticipate in extension programs if the programs are planned to meet 
their needs. 
4. It is possible to assess needs and preferred program delivery 
methods through use of a questionnaire. 
Limitations of the Study 
1. The study will be limited to young homemakers in Muskogee 
Colmty, Oklahoma. 
2. The study will be limited to determining needs of young fami-
lies in home economics related areas, namely: food and nutrition, 
clothing, consumer educa~ion, home management, family financial man-
agement, housing, and family relations and child development. 
3. The study will have the usual limitations ascribed to use of 
a questionnaire survey for collecting data. According to Compton 
and Hall (1972, p. 143), limitations on surveys are "dependent on the 
cooperation of respondents. If the procedure seems tedious or unimpor-
tant, the responses given may be careless and/or insincere." 
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4. Information and data obtained will be representative of young 
families in one county and area of Oklahoma, but will not necessarily 
be applicable to all other sections of the state. 
Definition of Terms 
Definitions which are related to this study have been formulated 
from the educational literature reviewed and from other studies re-
lated to Cooperative Extension Service programs. The following terms 
are defined for use in this study: 
Clientele - Clientele is the term used to identify people who are 
served by the educational programs of the Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice. The clientele participate voluntarily in educational programs 
(Thompson, 1967). 
Cooperative Extension Service - Extension - Cooperative Extension 
Service or Extension refers to the phase of the land-grant institutions 
doing off-campus informal educational programs in agriculture, home 
economics, youth development, and related areas. Extension provides 
an informal education to clientele. The Extension Service is supported 
by county, state, and federal funds (Thompson, 1967; Wampler, 1963). 
Extension Home Economist - Extension Home Economists are home eco-
nomics college graduates employed by the Cooperative Extension Service 
of the state land-grant institution. An Extension Home Economist is a 
field representative for a local geographic area (Thompson, 1967). In 
Oklahoma, Extension Home Economists usually serve one county. 
Extension Home Economics Program - The extension home economics 
program is the informal educational program provided to clientele by 
home economists employed in Extension (Thompson, 1967). 
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Extension Homemakers - Homemakers who are members of an organized 
Extension Homemakers group that meets monthly or bi-monthly for educa-
tional programs in home economics and related areas are extension 
homemakers. 
Employed Homemaker - Employed homemaker is the term for a home-
maker who works part-time or full-time for pay, either at home or away 
from home (Wampler, 1963). 
Involvement - Participation, inclusion of young homemaker in ex-
tension programs. 
Program Delivery Methods - Program delivery methods are methods 
of delivering information to clientele. Methods may be teaching tech-
-
niques used in meetings or may also include use of media for informa-
tion delivery. 
Program Involvement - Participation in an aspect of Extension 
programs, such as Extension Homemakers, workshops, and meetings. 
Program Noninvolvement - Failure to report participation in any 
aspect of Extension programs. 
Program Planning - Program planning is the process in which rep-
resentatives of the people are intensively involved with Extension pro-
fessionals and other professional people in four activities: studying 
facts and trends; identifying problems and opportunities based on those 
facts and trends; making decisions about problems and opportunities 
that should be given priority; and establishing objectives or recom-
mendations for future development through educational programs (Boyle, 
1965). 
Timing - Timing refers to the time of the program: morning, noon, 
afternoon, or evening; best day of the week for the program; and sea-
son of the year. 
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Young Families - Yol.lllg families are young adults, ages 17 to 35. 
The term is used to identify several adults living together, a single 
adult, a single parent with one or more children, or a couple with or 
without children. Young families may be older teenagers, school drop-
outs, engaged couples perhaps living together, premaritally pregnant 
girls, newlyweds, new parents, families with preschool children, one-
parent families, singles, a working wife/mother or husband/father, or 
a commune group. Marital status may be single, married, divorced, or 
widowed (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973). 
Place of Residence - Place of residence is the locality where one 
resides: rural, farm or non-farm, small town, or urban or city. 
Rural - Rural in this study refers to where a family lives, in the 
colllltry, either on a farm or non-farm, not in town. 
Farm - Farm in this study refers to living in the country on agri-
culturally productive land, either involved with crops or livestock or 
both in earning a portion of the family income. 
Non-Farm - Non-farm in.this study refers to living in the coun-
try, but not on agriculturally productive land, possibly an acreage, 
with family income coming from sources other than farming. 
Town - Town in this study refers to a settlement of homes with a 
population of under 2,500 people; in this study, every town except 
Muskogee in Muskogee County, Oklahoma. 
Urban - Urban refers to living in a city with more population than 
2,500; in this study, specifically the city of Muskogee. 
Home Ownership - Horne ownership refers to a respondent reporting 
owning their own home rather than renting or residing with family or 
quarters furnished with employment .. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter reviews literature related to the modern young fam-
ily and programming for the young family. A brief overview of the 
Cooperative Extension Service is given. Program planning, use of com-
mittees, determining needs, and recruitment and involvement are dis-
cussed. Also reported are characteristics of young families and 
several formal studies made on young families in Extension programs. 
Cooperative Extension Service 
The Federal Cooperative Extension Service was established in 1914 
by the Smith-Lever Act. Peterson and Peterson (1960, pp. 204-205) 
stated the Service "was designed to facilitate education 'relating to 
agriculture and home economics' for persons 'not attending' college 
with special stress on 'practical demonstrations.'" 
Earlier in history, the Enabling Act of 1862 created the United 
States Department of Agriculture. The purposes of the agency were 
stated as follows: 
There shall be the seat of government a Department of 
Agriculture, the general design and duties of which shall 
be to acquire and to diffuse among the people of the 
United States useful information on subjects connected 
with Agriculture in the most general and comprehensive 
sense of that word (Joint Committee Report on Extension 
Programs, Policies and Goals, 1948, p. 12). 
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Also in 1862 the Morrill Act provided for a grant of public land 
to each state for a land-grant institution. Colleges created under the 
Morrill Act were to teach agriculture, mechanical arts, and military 
tactics as state legislatures would prescribe. 
According to Bailyn (1960), the Hatch Act created agriculture ex-
periment stations in 1887. The Act also provided for the dissemina-
tion of research information to the people. Federal agriculture 
agents were employed from the early 1900's through the pre-creation 
years of the Extension Service. 
Extension Home Economics Programs Emerge 
The organized groups of home demonstration clubs or extension 
homemakers began in the south in 1913. This was one year before the 
Extension Service actually began (Miller, 1973). Scott (1959) stated 
that the home economics is concerned with the improvement of individ-
ual, family, and community living. 
Mann and Fleming (1975) emphasized six areas of concern in Exten-
sion Home Economics programs. The areas were human nutrition, children 
and famlies, consumer concerns, housing, health, and conununity develop-
ment. The family would be benefited by all these areas regardless of 
age and stage of development of the family. 
Cooperative Extension programs traditionally had been planned 
through formal and informal committees. Members of the committees were 
selected from clientele which the programs served and from representa-
tives of other groups, agencies, and organizations located in the county 
or community. Needs identification and clarification were done by 
committee members. Cooperative Extension programs were developed to 
meet these needs (Boyle, 1965). 
Coward (1978, p. 11) states that 
even though 'needs assessment' has been done, the demon-
stration of a 'need' within a community doesn't assure at-
tendance at programs. Many people need the information 
and don't attend, others attend but don't need the infor-
mation. The motivation for attendance, and reasons for 
non-attendance, are complex and may not be a direct re-
sult of 'need.' 
Program Planning Process 
Reisbeck and Reynolds (1976, p. 53) stated 
People's problems and needs are the basis of Extension 
educational programs. Finding those needs certainly re-
quires the involvement and the input of those who share the 
needs. This is usually done by establishing an Extension 
Advisory Committee composed of representatives of various 
clientele groups. 
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Committees functioned at the county, state, and national levels. 
Boyle (1965, p. 12) stated 
Program planning is viewed as a process through which 
representatives of the people are intensively involved 
with Extension personnel and other professional people in 
four activities: 
Studying facts and trends; 
Identifying problems and opportunities 
based on these facts and trends; 
Making decisions about problems and op-
portunities that should be given priority; 
and 
Establishing objectives or recommendations 
for future economic and social development 
of a community through educational programs. 
Five phases of the program planning process were given by Boyle 
(1965, pp. 7-9) as follows: 
Phase I. The formulation of a broad organizational phil-
osophy, objectives, policies, and procedures 
for program planning in the state. 
Phase II. The identification and clarification of a need 
and preparation for planning county programs. 
Phase III. The organization and maintenance of a county 
planning group. 
Phase IV. The reaching of decisions on the problems and 
concerns and opportunities. 
Phase V. The preparation of a written program document. 
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For such a process to be effective it had to be understood by the 
Extension personnel, had to have the same design statewide, and estab-
lished and utilized favorable relationships with representatives from 
government, other agencies, and key individuals from clientele. Boyle 
(1965, p. 9) stated "educational leadership by Extension personnel re-
quires developing cooperation and coordination in the planning effort 
among the professional staff of all agencies who work directly with the 
problems of people." 
Boyle's (1965) findings related to the program planning phase. 
Theory showed separate mechanical process on paper, but when the so-
cial and human processes were added during the planning, the segments 
became interdependent. 
Committee structure was determined when organizing the committee. 
Membership, officers, duties, member rotation and replacement, meeting 
schedules, and conunittee responsibilities were defined (Boyle, 1965). 
Heard (1962), O'Connell (1961), and Voorhees (1960) used the Jahns 
instrument in studying committees. Boyle (1965, p. 35) summarized 
their findings as follows: 
Committee members who were farmers or wives of farmers 
tended to have lower performance ratings than other 
members; 
b Members who had very favorable attitudes toward Exten-
sion did not have higher performance ratings than those 
members who had only favorable attitudes toward 
Extension; 
c Those members who had higher previous participation in 
Extension activities did not have higher performance 
ratings than those who had lower previous participation 
in Extension activities; 
d Members of higher educational level tended to have 
higher performance ratings than those of lower levels 
of education; 
e Members who participated to a greater degree in other 
organizations tended to have higher performance ratings 
than members less active in other organizations; 
f Members who had a greater knowledge of Extension tended 
to have higher performance ratings than those having a 
lower degree of knowledge about Extension; and 
g There was a tendency for those in the older age group 
(forty-one and over) to have higher performance ratings 
than those in the younger age group. 
Richert (1957) showed that committee membership was related to 
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success. According to Boyle (1965, p. 36), the following suggestions 
for committee membership were given: 
a The mere representation of people and interest in pro-
gram planning committees is not enough. The representa-
tives should be individuals who exhibit leadership 
traits, whose perspective goes beyond their own group 
boundaries, and who are interested in the work of the 
program planning committee. 
b Community leaders selected as representatives should 
be those who will be most aware of community problems, 
yet be those whose social and prestige status will not 
create a distinct differentation of prestige status 
within the committee. 
c It would be better to use the individuals of high so-
cial status who could make contributions to the pro-
gram planning group as resource persons rather than to 
include them as committee members. 
d It is unwise to include professional persons, such as 
vocational agriculture teachers and soil conservation 
personnel, in the membership of the county Extension 
program planning committee because they may be re-
garded by the lay representatives as persons of higher 
status. Then much of the interaction of the group 
will center around them. 
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Leagans (1964) suggested a framework for determining the needs of 
clientele. Boyle (1965, pp. 42-43) reported: 
Needs represent an imbalance, lack of adjustment, or 
gap between the present situations or status quo and a 
new or changed set of conditions assumed to be more desir-
able. Needs may be viewed as the difference between what 
is and what ought to be; they always imply a gap .... 
What is can be determined by a study of the situation. 
To be useful, facts must be carefully selected, analyzed 
and interpreted through joint efforts of the Extension 
staff and lay leaders. Since people are concerned about 
their immediate situation, Extension workers and leaders 
can use properly selected and interpreted facts to arouse 
interest and indicate possible solutions to problems. 
Thus, facts help identify needs by pointing to gaps be-
tween what is and what should be. To be adequate, such 
facts must be obtained that generally fall into four cate-
gories: (1) current trends and outlooks, (2) people (what 
they think their needs are), (3) physical factors, and 
(4) public problems and policy. 
The Family Today 
The family today goes beyond the dictionary definition of the tra-
ditional family as the basic unit of society having as its nucleus two 
or more adults living together and cooperating in the care and rearing 
of their own or adopted children. Today a family may be: single 
adults living together, a single adult, a single parent with one or 
more children, or a couple with or without children (U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, 1973). 
The Handbook for Extension Staff stated 
There are more than 60 million people in the United 
States between 15 and 34 years of age. This represents 
30 percent, or more than one-fourth of the total popula-
tion. This segment of society includes most of the 
individuals in the young family category, but members 
alone do not give a clear perspective of the potential 
young family audiences (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
1973, p. 3). 
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Young families were classified according to age, including those 
headed by teenagers, young adults living separate from the parental 
family, and couples living with relatives. Young family subgroups 
may be overlapped. These were 
older teenagers 
high school dropouts 
engaged couples, perhaps living together 
premaritally pregnant girls 
newly married couples 
new parents 
families with preschool children 
one-parent families 
working single male or female (may live in a cooperative 
or a bachelor apartment) 
working wife and/or mother; husband and/or father 
communal groups (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973, 
p. 3). 
The Handbook for Extension Staff stated some special needs of 
young families. They were as follows: 
How to cope with or avoid over extended spending--
using credit to buy homes, cars, furnishings, and appli-
ances. How to meet the demands and pressures of execu-
tive living, such as entertaining the boss, relatives, 
and friends, with little knowledge or experience in en-
tertaining on a budget. How to meet the pressures when 
the husband is unemployed or in school. How to provide 
for the family when a parent is without a partner (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 1973, p. 4). 
Characteristics of Young Families 
Characteristics of young families included high mobility to 
advance in education, to establish a career, or to upgrade family 
housing. Young families tended to be located around middle-sized 
cities. They often lived in lower-priced housing and were receptive 
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to mobile home living as an alternative to apartments or less expen-
sive houses. Young adults were often better educated than their 
parents (Smith, 1974). 
The higher cost of living, changes in lifestyles, and career 
minded women changed the picture of the labor force. In 1973, 58.5 
percent of all married women were employed. The number of married 
women entering the labor force continued to rise as working women con-
tribute more to the total family income (Smith, 1974). 
Wampler (1963, p. 12) stated 
Various social and economic changes in our society 
and throughout the world have brought about the need 
for adjustments in programs. One of these is the in.,. 
creasing number of homemakers in the labor force. This 
situation has created new problems for the homemaker 
and her family, thus bringing about the need for pro-
gramming adjustments. 
Young families with children were concerned with child care and 
time involved for quality parenting. Family activities took precedent 
over outside activities. Young families often had limited resources 
since they were starting out, and with limited funds, there were many 
needs for their time and money. Extension programs helped the young 
family learn the skills and knowledge needed in this stage of life 
(U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973). 
Studies of Young Families in Extension Programs 
There were few recent studies of young homemakers in Extension 
Home Economics programs. Doremus (1964) studied 20 young homemakers 
in one colIDty in New York. Program needs, program involvement, and 
preferred methods of receiving information were studied. 
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Barton and Gilchrist (1970) studied low income homemakers in two 
public housing projects in Alabama. There were 50 white and SO non-
white homemakers in the study that had family incomes of less than 
$3,000 per year. Questionnaires were used to collect the data. 
There were 85 homemakers who responded. 
There were 26 homemakers who said they got information from their 
friends or neighbors and 26 homemakers who got information from their 
mothers when they had questions about caring for the family and home. 
The researchers recommended that mother-daughter discussion groups of 
small numbers as a possible way to meet the needs of both groups. Tele-
vision was suggested as a possible educational programming tool for 
this group, since it was accessible to all. 
Shultz and Riggs (1972), Extension Agents, conducted a study of 
young homemakers in 1970. They studied the needs and interests of 
young homemakers in home economics, ways that young homemakers would 
like to receive this educational information, and reasons why they do 
not take advantage of existing home economics programs offered through 
Extension. 
The study was a random sample of 535 young homemakers. There were 
86 questionnaires returned that were useable in the analysis. Half of 
those returning the questionnaires were personally interviewed to get 
more information about their interests. 
Their ages were evenly distributed between 21 and 35 years of age. 
Respondents were evenly distributed in residence among rural, urban, 
and suburban areas. There were 94 percent that were married. One-
fourth of the homemakers with children were employed. 
Shultz and Riggs (1972) felt that more facts and fewer assump-
tions were needed for getting young homemakers to participate in Ex-
tension programs. This was the case especially in the area of 
interests and preferences. 
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A survey conducted by Johnstone and Rivera (1965) through the 
National Opinion Research Center found that self-teaching or inde-
pendent learning was quite common in adults. Respondents of higher 
income and higher educational levels had over twice as much preference 
for independent study and self-teachin as those from lower educational 
and lower income backgrounds. Johnstone and Rivera believed that ex-
perience and success with self-teaching promoted feelings of compe-
tency for future independent learning situations. 
A study by Miller (1973) was more extensive on Extension Study 
Groups in Michigan. Information was obtained from 279 questionaires 
of a systematic random sample of 573 members over 31 areas of the 
state. Age, residence, income, number of organization belonged to, 
length of membership in the Extension Study Group, size of group, help 
from the home economist, perception of the Extension Home Economist's 
responsibilities, use of leader training, most important things about 
the extension group, factors for joining, not joining, and dropping 
out were discussed. 
McClain (1978) studied 146 young homemakers in two counties in 
West Virginia. The study analyzed preferences of ways to receive in-
formation, reasons for non-participation, preferences of subject mat-
ter, and preferred times for meeting. 
A study conducted by the National Extension Homemakers Council, 
Inc. (NEHC) was designed to survey certain aspects of the organization 
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and its membership (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1981). The study 
examined membership demographics, leadership, and explored future 
directions for programming. 
Reasons for Non-Involvement 
Young family involvement in organized groups in the above studies 
had traditionally been low. McClain (1978) used census data that 
showed there were 9,364 women between the ages of 18 and 35 in the two 
counties in the study. Only 112 were participating in the non-formal 
educational programs of Extension Homemakers Clubs in the two counties. 
Several reasons for non-involvement were found to be the same in 
the studies of Doremus (1964), Miller (1973), and McClain (1978). Lack 
of knowledge of the program and of Extension was the major reason for 
non-involvement in all three studies. Lack of interest in the program 
was the second major reason found for non-involvement in the studies 
of Doremus and Miller. The second major reason for non-involvement in 
the McClain study was meeting at an inconvenient time. Not being in-
vited, not having any friends attending, employment, lack of a baby 
sitter, and lack of time were other reasons cited for non-involvement. 
Involvement in other organizations and needs not being met by the 
program offered were additional reasons found by Doremus. 
Program Needs 
Barton and Gilchrist (1970) noted some differences by race in 
needs and interests in their study. Non-white homemakers wanted more 
programs on understanding credit. White homemakers desired more pro-
grams on money management. 
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Programs of interest were a big factor in the Shultz and Riggs 
(1972). study. There were 94 percent who indicated they would attend 
programs if they were interested. Program preferences were food shop-
ping, interior decorating, and beginning clothing construction. 
Perceived needs in the studies of Doremus (1964) and McClain (1978) 
differed. Doremus found the needs of families to be as follows: sew-
ing, 30 percent; interior design, 20 percent; gardening, food, and cook-
ing, child care, and problems with teenagers, each 15 percent; stain 
removal, 10 percent; and none, 20 percent. Homemakers in the study 
indicated needs in each area, if they felt they had a need in the area. 
McClain's research found the six top subject matter areas needed 
or preferred were good family communications, first aid in the home, 
reading, home gardening, child rearing, and living within an income. 
The entire area of food and nutrition was popular with, with over half 
the subjects listed on the survey rated above the 50 percent need or 
interest range to the 65 percent range. A need for self improvement 
for career planning was shown by 72 percent. The survey listed spe-
cific programs within each subject area. 
Preferences of Receiving Information 
Doremus (1964) and McClain (1978) found that 62 to 70 percent of 
the homemakers in their studies preferred to receive information by a 
newsletter. Second in each study was leaflets or pamphlets. Printed 
information was preferred by 58 to 65 percent of the homemakers in the 
studies. Meetings and newspaper articles were preferred by SS percent 
of the homemakers in the McClain study. Television was preferred by 
S4 percent in the McClain study but was not a preferred method in the 
Doremus study. 
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Shortcourses were preferred by 40 percent and telephone by 30 
percent in the Doremus study. McClain found other methods preferred 
were group membership, 38 percent; educational tours, 36 percent; 
workshops or conferences, 36 percent; adult education classes, 31 per-
cent; radio, 25 percent; special interest groups, 21 percent; and other, 
three percent. 
The National Extension Homemakers Study found that the members 
of all ages who were surveyed preferred direct contact (71 percent), 
either by group meetings, which was preferred by 46 percent, or by 
response to individual request, which was preferred by 25 percent (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 1981). Indirect contact was preferred by 
28 percent in the form of newsletters by eight percent, publications 
by six percent, exhibits and displays by four percent, television and 
radio by six percent, and newspaper by four percent. Other was pre-
ferred by one percent. These were the methods the homemakers consid-
ered to be of the most value to them. 
Homemakers in the Shultz and Riggs (1972) study preferred to re-
ceive their program information through newsletters, magazines, or 
pamphlets. This would permit them to learn independently and at their 
own pace within their own time frame. 
Program Timing 
The best times of day for West Virginia homemakers to meet were 
morning and evening. Extension homemakers preferred morning meetings, 
while non-members preferred evening sessions. This was significant 
at the .05 level. Those homemakers who were under age 25 preferred 
evening programs, while those over age 25 preferred morning and eve-
ning meetings (McClain, 1978). 
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Homemakers in the study by Shultz and Riggs (1972) preferred to 
have their programs in their own communities. They preferred spring 
and fall programs because the weather was better for traveling and 
vacations were over. It was also found that few homemakers would at-
tend a meeting if they did not have a friend going. 
Current Situation of Extension Homemakers 
The National Extension Homemakers Council conducted a survey of 
10,663 Extension Homemaker members that represented a total member-
ship of 135,534 (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1981). The survey 
was conducted in local group meetings during September and October of 
1979. A random sample was done with 10 percent of the members within 
13 states and Puerto Rico. In the study, there were 17.4 percent who 
were under age 35. The survey obtained data on the development of 
leadership through the Extension Homemakers organization and demographic 
and characteristic data on the membership. 
The typical Extension Homemaker member lived on a farm or in a 
rural community. She was married, over age 45, and had a high school 
education. She was less likely to be employed than a non-member. If 
she were among the one-third who worked, she was in a clerical, sales, 
or secretarial position. The median family income was in the $12,000 
to $14,999 range. There were children at home in over 50 percent of 
the homes, with over two-thirds of those children over 10 years of age. 
Most members had more than four years of membership and had served as 
a lesson leader for a variety of subjects. Extension Homemakers pre-
ferred group meetings for receiving Extension information. 
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The National Extension Homemakers study found that 62 percent of 
the U.S. population resided in cities 0£ 10,000 or greater, compared 
to only 30 percent of the NEHC membership surveyed. The National Ex-
tension Homemakers Council admitted this posed a challenge to meet the 
needs of the urban homemaker while continuing to meet the needs of the 
rural homemaker. 
The benefits of improving relationships, improving self esteem, 
and improving family were perceived strengths of the NEHC study. 
Leadership and involvement in the community were perceived as benefits 
of being a member, and were recommended as worthy of continual devel-
opment. The study concluded that a variety of subjects were necessary 
to meet the needs and interests of members in the various stages of the 
life cycle. Concise educational programs needed to be developed and 
targeted to particular age groups to meet their needs, yet overcome 
any limitations. 
The age group under age 24 was the least represented of any age 
group in the National Extension Homemakers study, with only two per-
cent, compared to 19 percent, of the U.S. population in this age group-
ing. The study recommended that potential young homemaker members, 
4-H "graduates," and others who could benefit from educational programs 
during the time when homes are established, families are begun, and 
careers are fashioned be continued as a priority. At the same time, 
the study noted that 67 percent of the membership surveyed was over 
age 45, compared to only 40 percent of the U.S. population. This in-
dicated the need to continue programs for the preretirement and post-
retirement groups. The survey acknowledged the challenge of the 
development of programs that provide breadth and depth of education to 
meet the needs and maintain the interest of the current membership 
while attracting new members. 
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The study showed that the marital status of the homemakers sur-
veyed was not proportionate with the marital status of the U.S. pop-
ulation. Almost one-fourth of the homemakers surveyed were single, 
divorced, or separated. Only three percent each were divorced, sep-
arated or single members. This compared to 25 percent that were 
single or divorced or separated in the U.S. population. Programming 
through Extension Homemakers was basically for families until the new 
clientele focuses in the last decade. 
Extension Homemakers placed great value on public events and ac-
tivities that affected their communities and neighborhoods. Of great-
est importance were citizenship activities, with 49 percent of the 
homemakers in the NEHC survey participating. Community outreach and 
public affairs had a participation rate of 32 percent. International 
programs and activities were reported by 19 percent. 
Extension Homemakers reported sharing their learning and updating 
of knowledge with others, mainly family members, with 71 percent, com-
munity with 20 percent, and others with nine percent. Home economics 
information that was shared was mainly in the areas of housing, energy, 
and home environment, foods and nutrition and gardening, and family 
and individual development and leadership. 
NEHC Survey Recommendations 
There were several recommendations made from the NEHC study, part 
of which were covered in the review of the preceding material (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 1981). Goals and directions recommended 
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by the task force of the NEHC Board of Directions, State Leaders of 
Extension Home Economics, and Federal staff were for a five year time 
frame, as follows: 
50 percent increase above 1980 levels in leadership partic-
ipation of members. 
Two percent per year increase in membership from 1980. 
50 percent of new membership under age 35. 
75 percent of the programs that fall within new initia-
tives be updated from 1980. 
Develop volunteer recognition or CVU program for 30 per-
cent of members and awarded by major public figures within 
each state. 
Leadership training in each state. 
Dues structure and voting privilege changes in the national 
organization (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1981, p. 33). 
The study recommended that a positive replacement member ratio re-
place members lost. It was also recommended that other delivery meth-
ods be expanded to reach those who could not attend group meetings 
and to extend group outreach. 
The task force recommended the following from Cooperative Exten-
sion support: 
Models for guidelines and definition of working relation-
ship between Home Economics and Extension fbmemaker 
groups, clubs, and councils. 
Extension professionals provide leadership development to 
EHC's and be reflected in plans of work and annual narra-
tive reports. 
Extension support of new initiatives and priorities of 
EHC program content and other program development. 
Extension professionals provide opportunities for EHC 
leadership involvement in program planning and implemen-
tation. 
Impediments in program delivery for membership partici-
pation identified and barriers modified in time, meeting 
site, physical comfort, learning styles, self esteem, 
money costs, energy, and socio and psychological comfort. 
Extension's emphasis on Young Families and EHC Young 
Homemaker outreach coordinated to reach audiences under 
age 35. 
Extension aid in identifying potential audiences to 
assist NEHC outreach. 
Extension program packages related to fundamentals and 
economics (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1981, pp. 33-
34). 
A Critique of Extension Homemakers' Programs 
as They Relate to Young Homemakers 
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McClain (1978, p. 123) concluded that Extension Homemakers organi-
zations had expressed concern over the young homemaker as a member and 
felt "they must evaluate where they are and determine the changes 
which may need to be made." McClain further stated that with no more 
than one-third of non-members failing to join because of lack of 
knowledge about the orgaization, that other causes of non-participation 
should be considered. 
McClain said the Extension Homemakers organizations needed to 
"evaluate their image" and determine their good and bad points. Ex-
tension Homemakers often were considered by many as "farm women's 
groups." In the study, 85 percent of the extension homemakers were 
rural, while only 67 percent of non-members were rural. Many of the 
older members refer to themselves as "farm women." 
"Educational" purposes of the extension homemakers may not mean 
the same thing to everyone in terms of curriculum and methods. Some 
indicated they associated groups with "gossip, refreshments, and 
snobbery." This would not encourage participation or new memberships. 
Few indicated they knew the organization had any relationship to a 
university. If the homemakers were re-educated toward their educa-
tional purposes, this might help the organization to expand its mem-
bership (McClain, 1978). 
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Another limiting factor of the organization was the majority of 
the organized meetings were held in the daytime. Young non-members 
overwhelmingly preferred evening sessions because of work schedules 
and child care. Consideration of rotating meeting times so that part 
of the meetings were held in the evening provided easier accessibil-
ity for some to attend. 
Programs of local and county meetings and events were not pub-
licized as well as they should be sometimes. Potential attendees 
may not hear about the event until too late to attend, if they hear 
about it at al 1. 
Groups often expected young homemakers to seek membership. Most 
people preferred an invitation to participate. McClain (1978, p. 125) 
stated "Young homemakers tend not to like to commit themselves to con-
stant involvement in organizational activities." Groups might empha-
size education rather than commitment to attend meetings. 
Young homemakers preferred a group with all young members rather 
than mixed ages, so it was recommended that all young groups be formed 
to meet that preference. Older members in mixed age groups served as 
advisers and allowed the young members to plan and implement their own 
programs and activities. 
Young homemakers had a high desire for self-teaching rather that 
group learning situations. This provided questions and challenges to 
the Extension Service to recognize this trend and program changes in 
methodology and reports of fewer group contacts (McClain, 1978). 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter reviews descriptive research as the type or research 
that was done in this study. The population and sample are discussed. 
The development and use of the questionnaire as the instrument are 
included. Finally, a description of the statistical analysis completes 
the chapter. 
Type of Research 
A survey type of needs assessment was conducted rather than work-
ing through a program planning committee for the following reasons: 
(1) Committees sometimes have failed to function as effectively as 
they might because of poor attendance or many other reasons, (2) poor 
attendance or poor representation of clientele on the committee, and 
(3) ineffective work at a program planning committee meeting may have 
resulted in leaving an entire area of concern or clientele group out 
when suggesting program concerns and priorities for the county. For 
this reason, it has been desirable to include a means of getting in-
formation and input directly from the clientele. Therefore, by asking 
the clientele for their concerns, they felt that they had a voice in 
the programs offered. For these reasons, a survey instrument was used 
to gather data on the expressed need of young families residing in 
Muskogee Cou.~ty, Oklahoma. 
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A comparison was made of young families who were participating 
in the Muskogee Collllty Oklahoma State University Cooperative Exten-
sion Center programs related to home economics and other homemakers 
who were not participating. Homemakers in the non-participation group 
had varying degrees of contact with the Extension office preceding the 
study, so the study handled the data as four groups. 
The data gathered reflected the size of families in the study, 
location, income levels, ages of children and homemakers, educational 
backgrounds of the homemaker, involvement with and knowledge of Exten-
sion programs, and involvement in other organizations, activities, and 
commllllity programs. Needs, involvement, program delivery, and timing 
were assessed in relation to differences in programming for young fam-
ilies currently involved in Extension programs and for families who are 
not involved in Extension programs. 
Population of the Study 
The families studied resided in Muskogee County. The sampling 
method used purposive sampling to include all the Extension Homemakers 
who were thought to be u.nder age 35. Age groupings on the Extension 
Homemakers enrollment card helped in selecting Extension Homemakers 
that were eligible for the study. This group was classified as partic-
ipating in Extension programs and was referred to as Group 1. 
A second group was systematically selected from the homemakers 
whose names were on the original mailing list for the young family 
newsletter. The mailing list was started in late 1974 and early 1975 
by asking Extension Homemakers to list young families in their com-
munities, along with their addresses for the newsletter. This group 
received newsletters periodically and possibly had contact with the 
Extension Homemakers who had added their names to the mailing list. 
They participated little, if any, in county educational programs. 
This group was referred to as Group 2. 
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Since 1978, names of county families in the public record of 
babies born at the Muskogee General Hospital, the only obstetric 
hospital in the county, were collected and added to the young fami-
lies' mailing list. The group of families had little, if any, previ-
ous contact with the Extension office. This group was sent the 
periodic young family newsletter also. They were referred to as 
Group 3. 
The newsletter list grew and finally became unmanageable after 
two years, with little feedback of its value. Names and addresses of 
families who had babies were still kept after 1979, but they did not 
receive a newsletter. They had no contact from the Extension office, 
and unless they requested materials or were referred to the office by 
a friend or family member, they made no contact with the Extension 
office. This group was referred to as Group 4. 
Sampling Procedure Limitations 
There were some sampling procedure limitations that should be 
noted. Everyone may not have been listed in the birth records that 
were made public through the newspaper. Addresses may not have been 
correct. Questionnaire~ that were returned for address correction 
were returned to the same person if the address was traceable. If the 
address was untraceable, the homemaker on the list immediately above 
the name of the homemaker who had moved was selected for the study 
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and sent the blank returned materials. Mobility was a factor in the 
survey. There were 36 questionnaires that were returned for address 
correction and others stated that they had moved when they responded. 
Selection of Sample 
Approximately 400 families were included in the selected sample 
to meet the size of sample requirement suggested by Krejcie and Morgan 
(1970). Enough data were expected from a sample of this size that 
even with a poor rate of return it would be valid and reliable. Every 
Extension Homemaker who was thought to be under age 35 was included in 
the study. Every other name on the mailing list was selected for home-
makers in Groups 2, 3, and 4. The mailing list was by communities in 
alphabetical order for Group 2, and was by order of hospital births 
recorded for Groups 3 and 4. 
Development of Instrument 
The questionnaire was developed incorporating ideas from question-
naires used in similar studies done elsewhere (Appendix B). The ques-
tionnaire included questions for demographic data, and information on 
involvement and understanding of Extension. The survey included use 
of information sources, preferences of time for programs and meetings, 
preferences of methods to receive information, and perceived problems 
and needs. Open-ended questions were used in gathering data about in-
formation sources, problems, and interests so that information received 
was not controlled by the researcher. 
The instrument was pretested with Extension Homemakers in Mcintosh 
and Wagoner Counties, which were adjoining counties with similar 
programs and people with similar needs. The pretest groups helped 
with the question on news column readership and use, since they re-
sided in the newspaper circulation area. The questionnaire was pre-
tested in October and November of 1980. 
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The questionnaire was changed as needed and tested again in 
December with the Muskogee-Ft. Gibson young homemakers organization, 
a vocational home economics adult group. One question was revised 
slightly to gather more data after this testing. The questionnaire 
was evaluated so that all questions could be analyzed by the computer. 
The instrument was mailed with a letter of explanation (Appen-
dix A) to the selected homemakers in the sample in mid-January, 1981. 
This was after the holidays and families were back to normal routines 
and were more likely to respond. Questionnaires were color coded and 
numbered to show the different groups of homemakers in the study 
(Appendix B). A second mailing was made in March after 143 of the 400 
questionnaires, or 35.75 percent had been returned. Of the 206 ques-
tionnaires that were finally returned, only six were unusable. Blank 
questionnaires that had been returned and two out-of-state responses 
were discarded from the study data. The useable questionnaires rep-
resented 50 percent of the sample. Responses from the four groups 
were of similar size; each group representing 21 to 27.5 percent of 
the total sample. This was an added strength to the study and indi-
cated the data was more valid. 
Since all groups had some homemakers over age 35 in them, their 
data were included. In programming for Cooperative Extension programs, 
audiences sometimes vary slightly from the target audience, so those 
older than the young family age classification were included since 
their peers or family life cycle had put them there. 
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Statistical Analysis 
The statistical analysis for this study was processed by the 
computer at Oklahoma State University. The frequency and percentages 
of responses were calculated for the four subgroups an_d the total 
group. Data was hand calculated for chi-square analysis. 
The chi-square (X2) statistical technique was used for smnmartz-
ing differences in distribution. With the chi-square technique, the 
probability that frequencies observed in the study differ from an ex-
pected theoretical frequency can be determined. The chi-square has 
also been used to test the departure of two distributions from one 
another (Compton and Hall, 1972). "In educational studies the five 
(.OS) percent level of significance is often used as a standard for 
rejection" (Best, 1977, p. 277). Therefore, the . OS level of signifi-
cance was selected for this study. Best (1977, p. 291) showed the 
formula for chi-squa,re as '· 
Cf - f ) 2 x2 = I o e 
f e 
Siegel's (19S6, p. 249) table of critical values. of chi-square was 
used to show significance levels of .OS, .01, and .001 in this study 
when data was hand calculated. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter considers the demographic data of the survey sample. 
Ages, number of children, education, home economics background, employ-
ment, incomes, places of residence, and home ownership were studied. 
The purpose of this study was to determine: (1) why young fami-
lies were or were not participating more fully in Cooperative Exten-
sion programs, specifically, home economics; (2) the educational needs 
and interests of young families, and (3) preference of times for pro-
gramming and methods of receiving educational information. These 
were examined by looking at regular participation in groups, organiza-
tions, and activities, newspaper readership, extension homemaker mem-
bership, and knowledge and use of the Extension office. Information 
sources homemakers used when they had a question or problem, pre-
ferred meeting times, preferred ways of receiving information, and 
possible husband involvement were studied. Questions of concern, prob-
lems the young family had in 1980, and preferences for future programs 
were examined. Presented in this chapter is a description of the par-
ticipants, and findings resulting from an analysis of the data. 
The Sample 
The research sample consisted of four groups of homemakers in 
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Muskogee County. Group 1 consisted of extension homemakers. Group 2 
were homemakers on the original young family newsletter mailing list. 
Homemakers were included in the sample if they were thought to be 
under age 35. Group 3 were homemakers who had been added to the mail-
ing list from the hospital birth records. Group 4 were homemakers 
from later hospital birth records in 1980 and had not received any 
newsletters from the Extension office. 
Questionnaires were returned by 200 homemakers out of a potential 
sample of 400. Questionnaires were sent through the mail requesting 
their response. 
Characteristics of the Sample 
Examination of data in Table I showed that ages varied with the 
homemakers groups. Group 1 had 87 percent who were under age 35. 
Group 2 had 69 percent who were under age 35. Group 3 homemakers had 
86 percent under age 35. Group 4 had 94 percent who were under age 
35. Mean ages varied too. Mean ages were as follows: Group 1 - 32, 
Group 2 - 34, Group 3 - 29, and Group 4 - 27. 
By design of using women of childbearing ages in the study, Group 
4 homemakers, who had recorded births in late 1979 and early 1980, 
was younger than the others. Group 4 homemakers ages were two to 
seven years younger than other groups in the study. If the numbers 




Age N- % 
Under 20 1 2 
21-25 2 4 
26-30 17 35 
31..:.35 21 42 
36-40 ·6 12 
Over 40 2 4 
Children in Families 
TABLE I 
RESPONDENTS' AGES BY FREQUENCY 
AND PERCENTAGE 
Young Family GrouE 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=54) (N=42) (N=SS) 
N o. N % N % 'O 
0 0 0 0 2 3 
4 7 11 26 19 35 
18 33 13 31 24 44 
16 30 1 ;z 29 8 14 
9 17 1 2 2 3 











The design of the study which used young families in two groups 
whose names had originated from hospital births from the previous 
three years indicated that these groups would have had homemakers with 
' at least one child in either of the age groups under age five. Examin-
ation of data in Table II indicates 100 percent of Groups 3 and 4 had 
' children. Of the other groups, 94 percent of the Group 1 homemakers 
had children, and 96 percent of the Group 2 homemakers had children. 
The total number of children in Group 1 families ranged from none 
to six. There were none to four children in Group 2, except for one 
homemaker who had 11 children. There were one to six children in 
Group 3 families, except for one homemaker who had 10 children. There 
were one to five children in group 4 families, except for one homemaker 
who had seven children. 
Children in 
Families 
Ages of Children 





Over 20 years 
TABLE II 
AGES AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN 
RESPONDENTS' FAMILIES 
Young Family GrouE 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
in Family* 
5 10 2 4 10 24 43 78 
23 47 27 50 37 88 28 51 
29 59 30 56 19 45 16 29 
13 27 12 22 7 17 3 5 
7 14 9 17 4 10 2 4 
2 4 4 7 5 12 0 0 
Number of Children in Family* 
None .3 6 2 4 0 0 0 0 
One 14 29 14 26 5 12 31 56 
Two 18 37 25 46 18 43 14 25 
Three 8 16 8 15 12 29 4 7 
Four 3 6 2 4 3 7 3 5 
Five 1 2 0 0 2 5 2 4 
Six 2 4 1 2 1 2 0 0 
Seven 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Ten or more 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 
Total Children 103 120 116 100 
Average Number 2.1 2.24 2.76 1. 81 
*Respondents had more than one child in several age groups; 







97 47. 0 
35 17.5 














The youngest age group, Group 4, showed 56 percent had only one 
child, compared to less than 30 percent in the other groups. Group 
4's child ratio was 1.81, compared to up to 2.76 children in other 
families. As Group 4 was still in their childbearing years, those 
figures were subject to change. 
Employment 
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Table III shows that there were 113 women, or 56.5 percent of the 
sample, who were employed. Of that group, 87 women, or 43.5 percent, 
were employed 20 or more hours each week. Types of employment were: 
29.2 percent clerical, 23.9 percent public service, 33.6 percent 
professional or technical, approximately nine percent production, ap-
proximately four percent other, and under one percent executive. Type 
of employment revealed little new information and further substanti-
ated that few women were in executive or management positions. 
Incomes 
Examination of Table IV shows the families in the sample repre-
sented incomes ranging from under $8,000 to over $20,000. Twelve per-
cent of the families reported incomes of less than $8,000 annually. 
There were 2.75 percent reporting incomes of more than $20,000 annu-
ally. Incomes of greater than $15,000 were reported by 46 percent of 
the Extension Homemaker members responding in the NEHC study (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 1981). The national income level was ap-
proximately one-half percent higher than the total sampling income. 
No real comparison can be made with the Group 1 Extension Homemaker 
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TABLE III 
STATUS AND TYPE OF RESPONDENTS' EMPLOYMENT 
Young Family GrouE 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Employment N % N % N % N % N % 
EmEloyment Status 
None 26 53 19 35 20 48 22 40 87 43.5 
1-10 hours a 
week 3 6 3 6 3 7 4 7 13 6.5 
11-20 hours a 
week 2 4 5 10 2 5 2 5 11 5.5 
21-30 hours a 
week 4 8 4 7 3 7 2 5 13 6.5 
31-40 hours a 
week 10 20 21 39 12 29 19 35 62 31.0 
Over 40 hours 
a week 4 8 2 4 2 5 6 11 14 7.0 
~of Employ-
ment (N=23) (N=35) (N=22) (N=33) (N=l13) 
Clerical 4 17 12 34 4 18 13 39 33 29.2 
Household or 
Public Service 7 30 5 15 9 41 6 18 27 23.9 
Professional 
or Technical 9 39 14 40 7 32 8 24 38 33.6 
Executive 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 .9 
Production 2 9 3 9 1 5 4 12 10 8.8 
Other 1 4 1 3 0 0 2 6 4 3.5 
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incomes, since 18 percent failed to respond. These figures compare to 
the 1979 Muskogee County per capita income of $7,585, as was stated 
in Chapter I. 
TABLE IV 
RESPONDENTS' FAMILY INCOMES 
Young Family GrouEs 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Income N % N % N % N % N % 
Under $8,000 7 15 8 16 4 10 5 9 24 12.0 
$8,000-$9,999 4 8 6 11 2 5 7 13 19 9.5 
$10,000-$11,999 3 6 6 11 5 12 4 7 18 9.0 
$12,000-$13,999 5 10 2 4 2 5 1 2 10 5.0 
$14,000-$15,999 4 8 2 4 6 14 10 18 22 11.0 
$16,000-$17,999 2 4 0 0 2 s 3 5 7 3.5 
$18,000-$19,999 5 10 5 10 5 12 3 5 18 9.0 
Over $20,000 10 20 20 37 10 24 15 27 55 27.5 
No response 9 18 5 10 5 12 7 13 27 13.5 
Place of Residence 
Table V shows that over 47 percent of the survey sample lived in 
an urban area. Over 41 percent resided in a rural area (23 percent 
non-farm; 18.5 percent farm). Only 9.5 percent of the respondents 
lived in small towns. 
Residence 
Place of Residence 
On a farm 
In the country, 
not on a farm 
In a town of 
1,000 or less 
In a town of 
1,000 to 2,500 
In a town of 
over 2,500 
No response 











RESPONDENTS' PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
AND HOME OWNERSHIP 
Young Family GrouEs 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
11 22 17 31 4 10 5 9 
17 34 12 22 6 14 11 20 
2 4 5 10 1 2 4 7 
2 4 2 4 0 0 3 5 
17 34 18 33 31 76 29 53 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 
10 20 3 6 5 12 9 16 
37 76 48 89 35 83 44 80 
0 0 2 4 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
1 2 1 2 2 5 0 0 
41 84 46 85 36 86 40 73 



















Fifty-five percent of the extension homemakers in Group 1 were 
from rural areas. Group 2 had a similar percentage, with S3.7 per-
cent. This can be explained. When the group of names were submitted 
for the yolllg family newsletter, the names originated from their ex-
tension homemaker friends, so it is likely that the two groups would 
show similar residency patterns. Only 24 percent of the hospital 
births homemakers in Group 3 lived in rural areas, and 29 percent of 
Group 4. 
Home Ownership 
There were 82 percent of the homemakers in the study who owned a 
home. Even in the youngest age group, almost three-fourths of the 
families owned their homes. As shown in Chapter I, census data gave 
home ownership at 71.84 percent for the county and 83.66 percent in 
the city of Muskogee. 
Single ,family homes constituted 82 percent of the living quarters 
for the families in the study. Mobile homes made up 13 percent of the 
homes. 
Educational Attainment 
Examination of data in Table VI on educational attainment shows 
89 percent of the total sample were high school graduates. An overall 
total of 45.5 percent attended college. Attendance ranged from 36 
percent in Group 3 to SS percent in Group 4. Groups l and 2 were sim-
ilar in college attendance, with approximately 45 percent. 
Degrees or advanced degrees were held by over 25 percent of the 






















RESPONDENTS' EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
BY FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 
3 6 3 6 5 12 6 11 
19 38 16 30 16 38 12 22 
9 18 11 20 6 14 17 31 
7 15 12 22 4 10 9 16 
4 8 1 2 1 2 2 4 
'<' 
1. 2 1 2 4 10 2 4 
3 6 4 9 2 5 2 5 
0 0 5 10 2 5 3 5 
2 4 0 0 1 2 0 0 
0 0 1 2 0 0 2 5 















3 1. 5 
1 .5 
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percent. Group 4 had 24 percent who had received at least a bache-
lor's degree from college. 
Home Economics Background 
Data in Table VII show that home economics was taken as a subject 
in high school or junior high by 90 percent of the total sample. Food 
----.... and nutrition was taken by 92 percent of Group 1 homemakers and by 
over 80 percent of the homemakers in the other groups. There were 83 
to 91 percent of each of the four groups taking clothing. This com-
pared to a total group average of 29 percent having housing, 36.5 per-
cent having family relations, 34 percent having child development, 31 
percent having home management, and four percent having other areas 
I 
such as first aid. 
Table VIII shows that several subjects were taken in the area of 
home economics at college. Child development was taken by 11.5 per-
cent of the total sample. Family relationships classes were taken by 
11 percent. Food and nutrition was taken by almost 10 percent and 
clothing by eight percent. 
Two-thirds of the homemakers with college home economics back-
grounds had 12 hours or less in home economics subject matter courses. 
There were one to five homemakers in each group with more than 24 
hours of home economics subject matter. While there was an awareness 
of some of the homemakers who had degrees, knowing who the other 
homemakers were who had home economics in college would be of use 






















RESPONDENTS' HOME ECONOMICS BACKGROUND IN 
JUNIOR OR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
45 92 48 89 36 86 51 93 
/' 
4 8 6 11 6 14 4 7 
Areas Studied* 
45 92 44 81 35 83 50 91 
42 86 45 83 35 83 50 91 
13 2 15 28 15 36 15 27 
19 39 18 33 16 38 20 36 
18 37 15 28 17 40 18 33 
15 31 20 37 14 33 13 24 














*Respondents could have studied more than one subject matter area; 
























RESPONDENTS' HOME ECONOMICS BACKGROUND 
IN COLLEGE 
Young Family Grou12s 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
9 18 8 15 7 17 13 24 
20 41 25 46 15 35 23 42 
20 41 21 39 20 48 19 34 
Areas Studied* 
6 12 5 9 4 10 4 7 
3 6 5 9 4 10 4 7 
3 6 1 2 3 7 2 4 
3 6 6 11 5 12 8 15 
3 6 6 11 3 7 11 20 
3 6 1 2 3 7 2 4 .1. 
3 6 0 0 2 5 0 0 

















*Respondents could have studied in more than one area; therefore":· per-
centages do not equal 100 percent. 




Table IX shows that only 37 percent of the homemakers surveyed 
remembered having 4-H home economics project experiences as a youth. 
Membership of less than four years was reported by 23.5 percent. 
While in 4-H, clothing and textiles participation were highest 
for the four groups, with a 29.5 percent participation rate. This 
was understandable with the emphasis that is placed on participation 
in the county dress revue event in 4-H. 
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There were 24 percent who had food and nutrition experience in 
4-H. Food preservation was recalled as a project by 14 percent of the 
homemakers when they were members. 
There were approximately nine percent who remembered having home 
improvement and housing experiences. Less than seven percent remem-
bered having family relationships, child development, and home manage-
ment project experiences. Other home economic areas, including first 
aid, were reported by one percent of the homemakers who had been 4-H 
members. 
Homemaker Activities 
Table X shows that young families were involved in a variety of 
other activities. Almost 70 percent of the homemakers in the survey 
reported that they participated regularly in church-related activities. 
Forty-eight percent participated in their children's school activities. 
Families involved in extension homemakers groups generally had a higher 
involvement in church activities and in their children's school activi-
ties. The high level of church involvement was in agreement with what 
Wooley (1979) found in her study in an adjoining county. 
Home Economics 
Experience 
Had 4-H Club 
home economics 





















RESPONDENTS' HOME ECONOMICS BACKGROUND 
IN 4-H CLUB 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=54) 
N % N % N % N % 
18 37 17 31 15 36 24 44 
31 63 37 69 27 64 31 56 
Areas Carried as Projects* 
12 24 12 22 10 22 14 25 
6 12 8 15 7 15 7 13 
13 27 15 28 12 29 19 35 
4 8 5 9 5 12 3 5 
3 6 6 11 3 7 1 2 
1 2 3 6 3 7 1 2 
1 2 5 9 3 7 2 4 















*Respondents could have carried more than one 4-H Club project in home 
economics; therefore, totals will not equal 100 percent. 
TABLE X 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF HOMEMAKERS 
INVOLVED IN OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Youn~ Family GrouEs 
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
Homemaker (N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Activities* N % N % N % N % N % 
Participation in 
church activities 42 86 42 78 23 55 32 58 139 69.5 
Participation in 
children's school 
activities 27 55 38 70 20 48 11 20 96 48.0 
Education for 
self 10 20 10 19 9 21 5 9 34 17.0 
Trade club or 
group 4 8 5 9 3 7 2 4 14 7.0 
Service club 32 65 10 19 6 14 4 7 52 26.0 
Other activi-
ties 4 8 2 4 7 17 11 20 24 12.0 
*Respondents could mark more than one activity that they were involved 
in; therefore, numbers and percentages will not equal 100 percent. 
Education for themselves was pursued by 17 percent of the respond-
ents. Seven percent participated in a trade or work-related group. 
There were 26 percent involved in a service club or group. 
Young homemakers in extension homemakers saw their group as a com-
munity service group. Other homemakers were involved in commtmity 
service organizations to a lesser degree. Young homemakers were in-
valved in continuing their educations along with rearing children, 
possibly being employed, and being involved in family recreation and 
other activities. Young families assumed some leadership positions 
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in the conununity as scout leaders or 4-H leaders, and members of com-
munity service and political awareness groups. There were 12 percent 
who took part in a wide range of other activities such as singing; 
volunteering in the hospital; doing home art hobbies, such as quilt-
ing or crochet; and involvement in sports such as bowling, raquetball, 
or exercise. Bingo, Bunco, Kids' Day daycare, l,lllion, sorority, Busi-
ness and Professional Women, Farm Bureau, and the League of Women 
Voters were other activities or organizations in which time was spent. 
Contact With Extension 
Table XI shows kinds of contact with the Extension office. There 
were only 50 percent in the survey who related some kind of contact 
with the Cooperative Extension Office. Literature had been requested 
or picked up by 25 percent. Programs had been attended by 18 percent. 
A similar number was familiar with the office because of other organi-
zations with which Extension works. Only six and a half percent said 
their family belonged to an organization that Extension worked with, 
including the Extension Homemakers in the survey. Other contact was 
described by 11 percent. Other contact was through weight control 
classes, newsletters, news columns, EFNEP aide, the fair, craft shows, 
and telephone. Half of the respondents said they had no contact with 
the Extension office during the past year. 
Extension Homemaker Membership 
Examination of Table XII shows that 32 percent of the sample were 
or had been Extension Homemakers. Group 1 had 45 percent that had 
been members less than one year. Twenty-nine percent of Group 1 had 
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been members for one to three years. There were 27 percent with four 





















RESPONDENTS' AWARENESS OF EXTENSION 
OFFICE AND SERVICES 
Young Family GrouES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
22 45 15 28 8 19 5 9 
22 45 7 13 4 10 3 5 
17 35 11 24 3 7 3 5 
6 12 3 6 2 5 2 4 
6 12 11 20 3 7 2 4 






34 17. 0 
13 6.5 
22 11. 0 
99 49.5 
*Respondents could have checked more than one contact; therefore, num-
ber of homemakers and percentages do not total 100 percent. 
TABLE XII 
EXTENSION HOMEMAKER MEMBERSHIP BY RESPOND-
ENTS; PAST, PRESENT, OR FUTURE 
Young Homemakers Grou;e 
Extension Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Homemaker (N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
Status N % N % N % N % 
Past or Present Membership ---
Member 49 100 7 13 4 10 5 9 
Never a member 0 0 47 87 38 90 50 91 
Years of Membership 
Less than 1 year 22 45 1 2 0 0 2 4 
One-three years 14 29 4 7 0 0 1 2 
Four-nine years 13 27 2 4 2 5 0 0 
Ten-Fifteen 
years 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 
Interest in Extension Homemaker Membership* 
Would like to 
join existing 
group of all 
ages 10 19 4 10 4 7 
Would like to 
join new or 
existing group 
of young home-
makers 5 9 4 10 6 11 
Need more in-
formation 17 31 19 45 23 42 
Later 14 26 6 14 9 16 
Other 2 4 1 2 2 4 

















*Respondents could have checked more than one interest; therefore, 
homemakers and percentages do not total 100 percent. 
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When asked if they would be interested in becoming an extension 
homemaker, 16 percent said yes, either in an existing group of all ages 
ages, or in a group of young homemakers. Other responses were: need 
more information, 29.S percent; later, 14.S percent; and not inter-
ested, 20 percent. Comments were later, when she retired, when time 
permits, or when her situation changes. 
Even though several extension homemakers completed this part of 
the questionnaire, their responses were not included. This was be-
cause respondents were currently members. 
Respondents were asked why they were not a member of extension 
homemakers if they were not currently a member. Respondents from 
Group 1 were not included since they were members. They could indi-
cate as many reasons as were applicable. The information in Table 
XIII shows the two main reasons were lack of knowledge about the pro-
gram, 40 percent; and was never invited to attend or join, 33.7 per-
cent. Other concerns were lack of other young members and employment, 
by approximately 12 percent. Lack of time and child care were a prob-
lem for approximately nine percent on each response. 
Newspaper Readership 
Information in Table XIV reveals newspaper readership in Muskogee 
could be helpful for program releases and for releasing other informa-
tion, because of high readership. The Muskogee area newspaper was 
read by 84 percent of the homemakers in the survey. The Tulsa news-
papers had a readership of 12 percent. Oklahoma City newspapers had 
a readership of two percent. Small town newspapers in the county had 
an overall readership of about one percent each. Nine percent related 
that they read no newspapers at all. 
TABLE XIII 
RESPONDENTS' REASONS FOR NOT BELONGING 
TO EXTENSION HOMEMAKERS 
Young Family GrouEs 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=54) (N=42) (N=SS) 
Reason* N % N % N % 
Lack of knowledge con-
cerning the program 15 28 22 52 24 44 
Have never been in-
vited to attend or join 14 26 14 33 22 40 
Work 9 17 3 7 6 11 
No other young members 7 13 7 17 4 7 
Children are too involved 
and I don't have time 11 20 2 5 1 2 
Child care is a problem 1 2 4 10 3 14 
Programs are for older 
women 4 7 2 5 4 7 
Requires too much per-
sonal involvement 2 4 2 5 4 7 
Group disbanded 4 7 1 2 1 2 
Fear or dislike organi-
zations 1 2 3 7 1 2 
No group is easily ac-
cessible 2 4 1 2 2 4 
Lack of transportation 1 2 2 5 0 0 
Husband disapproved 0 0 1 2 1 2 

















2 1. 3 
18 11. 9 
*Respondents could have checked more than one reason; therefore, nwnber 
of homemakers and percentages do not total 100 percent. 
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TABLE XIV 
NEWSPAPER READERSHIP BY RESPONDENTS 
Youn~ Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) 1 (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Subject N % N % N % N % N % 
News:eaEers Read 
Muskogee Daily 
Phoenix 38 71 51 93 36 80 43 78 168 84.0 
Tulsa World/ 
Tribune 4 7 10 19 4 9 6 11 24 12.0 
Daily Oklahoman/ 
Oklahoma City 
Times 1 2 2 4 0 0 1 2 4 2.0 
Ft. Gibson-
Weekly 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 1.0 
County News-
weekly 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 1. 0 
Haskell News-
weekly 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 .5 
Others 2 4 5 9 0 0 4 7 11 5.5 
Read "Home Hints" Extension News Column 
26 53 36 67 16 38 23 42 101 50.5 
Have Used Information from.Column ----
16 33 24 44 8 19 11 20 59 29.5 
What Information Has Been Used 
Food and nutri-
ti on 7 14 6 11 2 5 1 2 16 8.0 
Clothing and 
textiles 2 4 3 6 0 0 2 4 7 3.5 
Consumer educa-
tion and buying 2 4 2 4 0 0 1 2 5 2.5 
Home management 3 6 2 4 0 0 2 4 7 3.5 
Home furnish-
in gs 2 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 1.5 
Financial man-
agement 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 4 3 1.5 
Child develop-
ment 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 1.0 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Subject N % N go N % N % N % 
What Information Has Been Used (Cont.) --------
Energy 0 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 3 4.5 
Home arts 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .5 
General/variety 0 0 2 4 0 0 3 6 5 2.5 
Other 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 1.5 
Information Readers Would Like in the News Column* --------
Food and nutri-
tion 6 12 6 11 4 10 6 11 22 11.0 
Clothing and 
textiles 1 2 3 6 0 0 1 2 5 2.5 
General, same, 
variety 5 10 7 13 1 2 1 2 14 7.0 
Financial man-
agement 2 4 3 6 1 2 5 9 11 5.5 
Home management 1 2 4 7 1 2 3 5 9 4.5 
Child care and 
development 1 2 3 6 1 2 2 4 7 3.5 
Home arts 1 2 3 6 1 2 0 0 5 2.5 
Consumer edu-
cation 0 0 1 2 2 5 1 2 4 2.0 
Home furnish-
ings 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 .5 
Housing 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 .5 
*More or less than one response was given by some homemakers; there-
fore, number of homemakers and percentages do not total 100 
percent. 
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Use of News Column -- -- --- ----
Use of a local area newspaper has helped to disseminate home 
economics information. The home economist's weekly news column was 
read by 50.5 percent of the homemakers in the survey. Information 
had been used by 29.5 percent of the readers. Food and nutrition in-
formation had been used by eight percent, followed by clothing and 
textiles and home management at approximately four percent each. 
When asked what information homemakers would prefer, food and nutri-
tion information was a choice of 11 percent. General information on a 
variety of topics, or the same format currently used, was preferred by 
seven percent; and financial management in format ion by approximately 
six percent. Care had been taken that the column was not stereotyped 
as a food column. 
Homemakers' Information Resources 
Information in Table XV reveals that young homemakers of today 
received much of their information from reading books and magazines. 
In all areas of home economics, books and magazines supplied a major 
part of information needed by yolll1g families. Young families in the 
survey were asked to give responses about where they sought informa-
tion if they had a question or problem in 11 different home economics 
areas. Data on individual group responses can be seen in Tables XXX 
through XXXIII in Appendix D. Periodicals that were named are shown 
in the Tabulated Data in Appendix C. 
The data showed that only in the area of child care did the fam-
ily look to the doctor as much or more than to books and magazines. 
TABLE XV 
RANKING OF HOMEMAKERS' INFORMATION 














































Young Family Groups 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
































































































*More or less than one response could be given in 11 home economics 
subject matter areas; therefore, totals will not equal number in 
stuay. Percentages are not shown because of multiple responses 
in the 11 home economics areas. 
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The homemakers in Group 4 had greater use of the doctor than any other 
group. As ages of the groups decreased, use of reading materials such 
as books and magazines increased. 
Extension Homemakers shared their information with each other, 
but were not looked to by other groups as being someone knowledgeable. 
Perhaps homemakers in the other group,s did :o.ot know an Extension Home-
maker, or know that one might be knowledgeable, or respondents may 
have considered an Extension Homemaker as a friend or neighbor. 
Extension was the second professional group named as a resource for 
information. Responses on Extension office and staff included names of 
three Expanded Food and Nutrition Program or EFNEP aides, a 1890 Home 
Economics Program aide, and the professional home economists. Responses 
naming the EFNEP aides were in the area of food and nutrition. The 
1890 aide was named in clothing. These programs were for limited in-
come families. 
Perceived Problems and Needs 
Data in Table XVI shows that young homemakers' major questions 
of concern last year were in food and nutrition, with 26.5 percent; 
child care and development, with 22.5 percent; family health, with 16 
percent; and financial management, with 15 percent. Clothing was a 
concern for seven percent. A concern for just over 11 percent was 
housing. Home management, consumer education and buying, and safety 
were concerns to about eight percent. 
Young Extension homemakers reported no questions of concern on 
financial management in this particular question, but later 10 felt 























PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS OF RESPONDENTS 
DURING THE PAST YEAR 
Young Family Groups 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=SS) 
N % N % N % N % 
17 35 11 20 13 31 12 22 
8 16 10 19 8 19 19 35 
5 10 10 19 9 21 8 15 
0 0 13 24 7 17 10 19 
9 18 6 11 6 14 2 4 
3 6 9 17 5 12 2 4 
6 12 3 15 1 2 2 4 
4 8 5 9 1 2 5 9 
7 14 2 4 5 12 2 4 
3 6 6 11 .., 5 3 5 .. 
2 4 3 6 4 10 3 5 
4 8 1 2 0 0 0 0 
1 2 1 2 2 5 2 4 
1 2 1 2 1 2 6 11 
*Respondents could show more than one problem area; therefore, 




















management in order to reach a solution to a problem. Eight Exten-
sion Homemakers requested a financial management program for the 
future. 
The survey asked about home economics related problems during 
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the past year where educational programs might have helped homemakers 
to a solution. Table XVII shows that problems of young families were 
in food and nutrition, with 24 percent; in child care and development, 
with 19.5 percent; and in financial management by 17 percent. Almost 
10 percent felt that family communication programs could have helped 
their families. Approximately seven to eight percent felt programs in 
clothing, housing, and home furnishings would have benefited them. 
Approximately four percent said programs on consumer education and 
buying, home furnishings, and energy conservation would have been of 
help. 
Table XVIII shows the preference for future programs. Programs 
were preferred in food and nutrition by 38.5 percent, in child care 
and development by 25 percent, in clothing and textiles by 21 percent, 
and financial management by 16 percent. Home furnishings and home 
arts were a choice of 12 to 13 percent. 
Preferred Teaching Methods 
Extension has had many ways to disseminate information. A list 
of possible ways was given to allow a check mark for as many ways as 
the homemaker would like to receive information. Table XIX shows 
that over 56 percent of the homemakers in the survey preferred printed 
materials. The sample showed a preference for newsletters by 55 per-

























PROBLEMS THAT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS MAY 
HAVE HELPED RESPONDENTS TO A SOLUTION 
Young Family Groups 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
N % N % N % N % 
11 22 18 33 7 17 14 25 
5 10 11 20 9 21 14 25 
10 20 8 15 5 12 11 20 
5 10 6 11 2 5 5 9 
5 10 2 4 6 14 6 11 
1 2 7 13 0 0 7 13 
5 10 2 4 2 5 5 9 
0 0 7 13 2 5 4 7 
4 8 2 4 1 2 4 7 
2 4 2 4 4 10 1 2 
2 4 4 '7 1 2 1 2 I 
3 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 4 2 4 1 2 0 0 
6 12 7 13 5 12 4 7 






39 19. 5 











22 11. 0 
14 7.0 
*Respondents could mark more than one problem; therefore, totals will 
not be 100 percent. Other included 15 gardening or landscaping. 
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TABLE XVIII 
RESPONDENTS' PREFERENCES FOR FlITURE PROGRAMS 
Young Family GrOUES 
Program Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
Subject (N=49) (N=54) (N=42) N=SS) (N=200) 
Preferred* N % N % N % N % N % 
Food and nutri-
tion 18 37 24 47 14 33 23 42 77 38.5 
Child care and 
development 14 29 10 19 9 21 17 31 so 25.0 
Clothing 14 29 14 26 5 12 11 20 42 21. 0 
Financial man-
agement 8 16 10 19 5 12 9 16 32 16.0 
Home furnish-
in gs 7 14 9 17 2 5 8 15 26 13.0 
Home arts/ crafts 10 20 6 11 2 5 6 11 24 12.0 
Home management 2 4 7 13 4 10 7 13 20 10.0 
Family relations 
communications 6 12 1 2 5 12 5 9 18 9.0 
Consumer educa-
tion and buying 4 8 7 13 1 2 5 9 17 8.5 
Garden/landscape 3 6 4 7 1 2 4 7 12 6.0 
Housing 3 6 2 4 1 2 5 9 11 s.s 
Family health 2 4 1 2 2 5 1 2 6 3.0 
Self-improvement 0 0 2 4 1 2 3 5 6 3.0 
Other 5 10 5 10 1 2 2 4 12 6.0 
None 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1. 0 
*Respondents could show more than one program choice; therefore, total 
will not equal 100 percent. Other included 3 safety, 2 energy. 
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TABLE XIX 
PREFERRED METHODS OF RECEIVING INFORMATION 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=SS) (N=200) 
Method* N % N % N % N % N % 
Newsletter 35 71 30 56 18 43 27 49 110 55.0 
Printed material 26 53 37 69 17 40 30 SS llO ss.o 
Workshops 24 49 16 30 15 36 19 27 75 37.5 
Newspaper arti-
cl es 24 49 15 28 14 33 20 36 73 36.5 
Short courses 20 41 21 39 12 29 19 27 72 36.0 
Home study les-
sons 15 31 14 26 8 19 19 27 56 28.0 
Special inter-
est meeting 17 35 15 28 10 24 13 24 55 27.5 
Extension home-
maker lesson 27 SS 9 17 7 17 11 20 54 27.0 
Browing mater-
ials 12 24 15 28 11 26 14 25 52 26.0 
Eight hundred 
toll-free 
telephone 15 31 16 30 6 14 13 24 so 25.0 
Check out learn-
ing packages 12 24 12 22 5 12 17 31 46 23.0 
Television 11 22 11 20 5 12 11 20 38 19.0 
Lunch and Learn 
noon brown bag 
program 8 16 8 15 7 17 11 20 34 17.0 
Public service 
announcements s 10 10 19 7 17 8 lS 30 15.0 
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TABLE XIX (Continued) 
Young Family GrOUES 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) (N=200) 
Method* N % N % N % N % N % 
Radio 6 12 1 2 3 7 7 13 17 8.5 
Special corres-
pondence 5 10 6 11 2 5 3 5 16 8.0 
Study group 4 8 3 6 5 12 3 5 15 7.5 
Telephone con-
versation 3 6 1 2 4 10 2 4 10 5.0 
Talk back tel-
evision 3 6 3 6 1 2 2 4 9 4.5 
Tele lecture or 
teleconference 1 2 1 2 2 5 2 4 6 3.0 
Video tape 2 4 1 2 0 0 2 4 5 2.5 
*Respondents could check more than one preferred method; therefore, 
totals do not equal 100 percent. 
shortcourses by 36 percent, and home study by 28 percent. Extension 
homemakers lessons were preferred by 27.5 percent, as was 800 toll-free 
telephone information. Browing materials in waiting rooms and other 
public areas were preferred by 25.5 percent. Check out learning pack-
ages were preferred by 22.S percent. Other methods were television; 
with 19 percent; 1W1ch and learn programs, with 17 percent; and public 
service annollllcements, with 15.5 percent. 
Commonly used methods that did poorly in the survey were radio, 
with eight and one-half percent; special correspondence, with eight 
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percent; and telephone, with five percent. Respondents from all 
groups indicated they did not want to receive information by the meth-
ods rated above. 
Newer media methods of talkback television, telelecture, or tel-
econference and videotape ranged from two and one-half percent to 
four and one-half percent preference. These last methods listed were 
newer methods which some county staffs know little about. Only some 
county staffs with special equipment have used the methods so far, 
so it is doubtful that many of the clientele studied have seen much 
of the newer technological methods. 
Included in the methods preferred for learning were methods that 
independent learners can use in their own time span while at home, on 
a lunch hour, or whenever time permits. These were newsletters, 
printed materials, home study, and browing materials. 
Need for Child Care 
Data in Table XX shows that for homemakers to attend an educa-
tional program, 114 homemakers, or 57 percent, said that child care 
was necessary or desirable. Homemakers were willing to pay a small 
amount to have child care. Twenty-six percent preferred to pay 50 
cents per child, while 25 percent were willing to pay $1.00 per hour. 
Other ideas of payment for child care or alternatives were given, such 
as using volunteers to keep the children, paying $1.00 per child or 
50 cents an hour, 75 cents an hour, using a sliding income fee scale, 
paying the going rate, or $4.00 per day, or $10,00 for two children. 
Several stated they could not afford child care expense and that care 
should be free. 
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TABLE XX 
RESPONDENTS' CHILD CARE CONSIDERATIONS 
Young Family GrouEs 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Total 
(N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=SS) (N=200) 
Consideration N % N % N % N % N % 
Need for Child Care* ----
Necessary 16 35 10 19 20 53 23 42 69 34.5 
Desirable 7 15 9 17 7 18 22 40 55 27.5 
Not necessary, 
but desirable 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 1. 0 
Not necessary 22 45 29 54 11 26 8 15 70 35.0 
No response 3 6 5 9 4 10 2 4 14 7.0 
Cost of Child Care ---
.50 per child 10 20 8 15 9 21 16 29 43 21.5 
$1.00 per hour 9 18 7 13 7 17 18 33 41 20.5 
Other 4 2 6 11 8 19 10 18 28 14.0 
Not applicable 15 30 20 37 7 17 9 16 51 25.5 
No response 11 22 13 24 11 26 2 4 37 18.5 
*Several respondents listed more than one need; therefore, number of 
homemakers and percentages do not total 100 percent. 
Potential for Husband Involvement 
The question was asked, "Would your husband attend an educational 
meeting with you?" Table XXI shows that only 11 percent said yes, but 
possibilities existed for involving the husband in programs, since 33 
percent said maybe. There were 36 percent who felt their husband 
would not attend a program. Approximately three percent were not mar-
ried, or were divorced. Concern for his work schedule or his being 
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busy otherwise was the response of 10 percent. If the meeting was 
free, or if his wife asked him to attend, was the response of one per-
cent. There were five percent who thought their husband would not 
attend a meeting under any circumstances. 
TABLE XXI 
POTENTIAL FOR GETTING HUSBANDS INVOLVED 
IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Potential for Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Husband Involve- (N=49) (N=54) (N=42) (N=55) 
ment N % N % N % N % 
Would Husband Attend Program? 
Yes 6 12 4 7 7 17 6 11 
Maybe 14 29 25 46 8 21 20 36 
No 23 49 18 33 21 50 21 38 
Not applicable 0 0 1 2 2 5 2 5 
No response 6 12 6 12 4 10 6 11 
Conditions in 
1'!hich Husband 
Might Attend (N=l8) (N=26) (N=l4) (N=24) 
Subject of 
interest 7 39 15 58 9 64 15 27 
Subject of in-
terest/other 
men present 3 17 2 8 0 0 1 4 
Subject of in-
terest and not 
working 2 11 2 8 1 7 3 12 
In the evening 4 22 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Not working or 
busy otherwise 0 0 6 23 1 7 2 8 


















All groups had various involvements each season of the year. 
Table XXIIshows approximately 28 percent said there was a time when 
they preferred not to try to attend a program. Summer was designated 
as too busy a season for 10.61 percent. Conflicts were gardening, 
canning, league ball games, and other activities, plus, with school 
out, the children were home, and this would mean that a child care 
consideration would have to be made. Winter concerns centered mostly 
around the weather for nine percent of the homemakers in the study. 
Spring and fall were not a preferred time for five percent of 
those answering the survey. Other reasons for other times were given 
by eight and one-half percent. 
The best time of the day for meetings varied with each group of 
homemakers. Extension homemakers had about one-third who could meet 
at each time, morning, afternoon, or evening. For the other three 
groups, evening preferences increased significantly to a range of 41 
to 47 percent. There were 26 percent who preferred a morning meeting; 
23 percent an afternoon meeting; eight percent could meet anytime; 
and one percent preferred no meeting or could not come. Morning and 
afternoon meetings were not as preferred by Group 3 and Group 4 as 
they were by Group 1. 
Analysis of Factors 
The data were analyzed with the chi-square analysis to test the 
following hypothesis. As was mentioned in Chapter III, a significant 
level of .05 was established as acceptable for the statistical test 
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TABLE XXII 
TIME PREFERENCE OF RESPONDENTS FOR MEETINGS 









Time Preference N % N % N % N % 
Is There a Time When You Couldn't Attend? -- - ---- - -------
Yes 10 20 13 24 11 26 14 25 48 24.0 
No 36 74 32 59 21 50 35 64 124 62.0 
No response 3 6 9 17 10 24 6 11 28 14.0 
When?* 
Fall 3 6 3 6 2 5 2 4 10 5.0 
Winter 5 10 4 7 4 10 6 11 19 9.5 
Spring 2 4 4 7 1 2 5 9 12 6.0 
Summer 4 8 6 11 5 12 6 11 21 10.5 
Other 4 8 4 7 6 14 3 5 17 8.5 
Morning 16 32 17 31 8 19 11 20 52 26.0 
Evening 15 30 22 41 19 45 26 47 82 41.0 
Afternoon 18 36 11 20 7 17 12 22 48 24.0 
Anytime 6 12 4 7 4 10 3 5 17 9.5 
*More than one response was given by some homemakers and no response 
was given by some; therefore, totals do not equal 100 percent. 
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used. Significance and non-significance of each factor and other rela-
tionships· are discussed in the analysis. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were postulated for the study. They 
were: 
H1 - There will be no significant difference in ages of homemakers 
and ages and numbers of their children in young families who are not 
involved in extension programs as compared to families who are involved 
in extension educational programs. 
Hz - There will be no significant difference in the place of resi-
dence and have ownership by young families who are not involved in ex-
tension programs as compared to families who are involved in extension 
educational programs. 
H3 - There will be no significant difference in the number of em-
ployed homemakers that are not involved in extension programs and the 
number of employed homemakers who are involved in extension educational 
programs. 
H4 - There will be no significant difference in the knowledge 
level about Extension programs by young homemakers who are not in-
volved in extension programs and by young homemakers who are involved 
in extension educational programs. 
H5 - There will be no significant difference in involvement in 
other activities for young families not involved in extension programs 
and in young families not involved in extension programs and in young 
families involved in extension programs. 
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H6 - There will be no significant difference in progranunatic needs 
for young families not involved in extension programs as compared to 
interests and needs of young families who are involved in extension 
educational programs. 
H7 - There will be no significant difference in the method of 
program delivery preference in young families not involved in extension 
programs and in yollllg families involved in extension programs. 
H3 - There will be no significant difference in the preference of 
time for progranuning in young families not involved in extension pro-
grams and in young families who are involved in extension programs. 
Ages of Homemakers and Children 
As shown in Table XXIII, the chi-square analysis indicated that 
age was a significant factor at the . 001 level for homemakers who were 
involved in Extension programs and for those who were not involved in 
Extension,programs. The chi-square analysis on ages of children of the 
homemakers showed two age groups to be of significance: infancy or 
under one year and preschool or ages one to five. Children over age 
six were not a significant factor in whether or not a homemaker chose 
to participate in Extension home economics programs. Therefore, hy-
pothesis H1 that there is no significant difference in ages of home-
makers and their children and their involvement in Extension home 
economics programs was not accepted. 
Homemakers who were members of Extension Homemakers were gener-
ally older than non-member homemakers. Women who were of childbearing 
ages in Muskogee County and who had one or more children five years of 
age or younger were less likely to belong to Extension Homemakers or 
to participate in Extension home economics programs. 
Age 
TABLE XXIII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP OF AGE OF 
RESPONDENTS AND CHILDREN AND INVOLVEMENT 
IN EXTENSION HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS 
x2 df Significance 
Homemaker's age 41.89 15 .001 
Child under one 
year 89.14 3 .001 
Child one-five 
years 20.54 3 .001 
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Level 
For young families to be able to be involved in Extension programs, 
child care considerations will have to be provided. Table XXIV shows 
the level of significance was .001 for providing child care. Low cost 
quality care was approaching significance; therefore, cost of child 
care should be considered if homemakers are to pay for the care. 
TABLE XXIV 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 
PROVIDING CHILD CARE FOR YOUNG 
FAMILIES IN EXTENSION 
Child Care Consideration 
Need to provide child care 




df Significance Level S/NS 
6 . 001 s 
9 < .10 >.OS NS* 
Place of Residence and Ownership of Home 
Over SO percent of the homemakers in the total sample were from 
rural areas. Approximately two-thirds of the homemakers in Group 1 
and Group 2 resided in rural areas. From half to three-fourths of 
the homemakers in Group 3 and Group 4 resided in the city of Muskogee. 
A chi-square analysis (see Table XXIX) on rural and urban living 
showed place of residence to be significant at the .01 level. Owner-
ship was a significant factor in the study at a .OS level. 
Therefore, hypothesis H2 was not accepted. Homemakers who live 
in rural areas in this county were more likely to be involved in Co-
operative Extension home economics programs than homemakers who re-
sided in the city of Muskogee. 
Employment 
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Employment was not a significant factor in the study (see Table 
XXIX). Therefore, the hypothesis H3 that there was no significant dif-
ference in the number of employed homemakers who are involved in Exten-
sion programs and the number of homemakers who are not involved was 
accepted. 
Knowledge of Extension Office Programs 
Educational attainment and home economics background in secondary 
school, college, or through 4-H Club projects were found not to have 
significance. The information in Table XXV shows the type of contacts 
with the Extension Office that were of significance. Literature re-
quested or picked up, attendance at programs, familiarity because of 
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other work and organizations associated with Extension, and other types 
of contact were significant beyond the .05 level. Only their family 
being in an organization that Extension works with showed non-
significance. No contact with the Extension office was the most sig-
nificant. Therefore, the hypothesis H4 that there will be no 
significant difference in the knowledge level about Extension programs 
among homemakers who were involved in Extension programs, and those who 
were not involved in Extension programs, was not accepted. 
TABLE XXV 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXTENSION OFFICE 
CONT ACTS AND PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT 
Type of Contact With Office x2 df Significance Level S/NS 
Literature requested or 
picked up 
Attended one or more pro-
grams 
Familiar with office be-
cause of other organiza-
tions Extension works with 
Family is in organization 
Extension works with* 
Other* 
























*Over 20 percent of the cells had counts of less than five; therefore, 
chi-square may not have been a valid test for the two types of 
contact. 
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Homemakers who were in contact with the Extension office were 
generally Extension Homemaker members or participants in some other 
program area. Homemakers needed to have some knowledge of program 
devices in order to have contact with the office. The less a homemaker 
was involved in a program or newsletter contact, the less she would con-
tact the Extension office. 
Reasons for non-participation in Extension Homemakers were ana-
lyzed as shown in Table XXVI. Lack of knowledge about the organiza-
tion, not being invited to attend or join, and lack of time were rea-
sons that were significant at the .001 level. Child care as a p 
problem was significant at the .OS level. 
This indicates that homemakers who do not participate generally 
have a lack of knowledge about the program or have not been invited 
to attend or join Extension Homemakers. If the trend is going to 
change, Extension Homemakers must do more publicity and image develop-
ment with the young homemaker. Even more importantly, members must 
invite young homemakers to be a part of their organization and make 
them feel welcome and accepted. If houses where homemakers meet become 
too small, other meeting places or new groups must be found to accommo-
date young homemakers. 
Some homemakers had no desire to become members in a traditional 
Extension Homemakers group because of limited time and other reasons. 
Other ways to reach and involve this homemaker should be considered 
and developed, although 100 percent involvement could not be expected. 
Child care was a problem for some young homemakers. Some young 
homemakers may feel their children were not welcome in some homes, or 
feel uncomfortable about having to watch their children while a meeting 
TABLE XXVI 
CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF REASONS FOR 
NOT BELONGING TO AN EXTENSION 
HOMEMAKERS GROUP 
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Reason x2 df Significance Level S/NS 
Group disbanded 
Work 
No other yoilllg members 
Child care is a problem* 
Had to take my child and 
did not feel welcome 
Did not like it 
Required too much time 
Lack of transportation 
Children are too involved 
and I don't have time* 
No group is easily acces-
sible 
Have never been invited to 
attend or to join 
Fear or dislike organiza-
tions 
Programs are for older 
women 














3 .001 s 
NS 
3 .001 s 
NS 
NS 
3 .001 s 
*Over 20 percent of the cells had counts of less than five; therefore, 
chi-square may not have been a valid test for the reasons marked. 
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was in progress, even though this was or was not the case. Therefore, 
young homemakers may not choose to become members in a group of older 
homemakers until their children are older. Members must help non-
members feel that their children are welcome, provide child care, or 
organize a new group of young homemakers who all have children and are 
conscious of the flexibility mothers of young children have. 
Homemakers' Involvement in Other Activities 
Data from Table XXVII show that homemakers' involvement in other 
activities showed significant differences in church activities, in 
children's school activities, in service group or club activities, and 
other miscellaneous activities. Extension Homemakers generally consid-
ered themselves a service to the community because of the community 
service they did or the community betterment projects they did. The 
hypothesis H5 that there would be no significant difference in activi-
ties of homemakers who were involved in Extension programs and home-
makers who were not involved in Extension programs was not accepted. 
Homemakers who participated in church activities and in children's 
school activities tended to be members of Extension Homemakers. Exten-
sion Homemakers in Muskogee County generally considered themselves a 
service to the community because of the community service they did or 
the community betterment projects they were involved in. Homemakers 
who participated in other activities generally were non-members. 
Methods of Program Delivery 
A chi-square analysis in Table XXVIII shows that Extension home-
makers' lessons· were significant at the <.001 level. Newsletters and 
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printed materials were significant at the <.OS level. Methods that 
were found to be nonsignificant were shortcourses, workshops, special 
interest meetings, newspaper articles, study groups, lunch and learn 
programs, radio, television, talkback television, telelecture, tele-
conference, telephone, video tape, 800 toll-free telephone, check out 
learning packages, home study lessons, public service announcements, 
special correspondence, and browsing materials. Therefore, the hypoth-
esis H1 that there was no significant difference in the methods of 
program delivery of homemakers who were involved and those who were not 
involved in Extension programs was not accepted. Homemakers responding 
to this survey want to gain information from cooperative extension per-
sonnel by attending lessons, by newsletters, and by use of printed 
materials. 
TABLE XXVII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF HOMEMAKERS' PARTICI-
PATION IN OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Participation x2 df Level of Significance 
Church activities 15.44 3 <.01 
Children's school activ- 29.09 3 <. 001 ities 
Education for self 3.5 3 >. 30 
Trade or work related 
group* 1.48 3 >.70 
Service group or club 53.95 3 <.001 








*Over 20 percent of the cells had expected counts of less than five; 
therefore, chi-square may not have been a valid test for the two 
activities. 
TABLE XXVI I I 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF METHODS FOR 
RECEIVING INFORMATION 
Methods x2 df Level of Significance 
Methods Preferred 
Extension Homemakers' 
leader lesson 25.79 3 <.001 
Newsletters -8.62 3 <.OS 
Printed materials 8.14 3 <.OS 
Method Used 
Read Home Economist's 






Even though news media was not significant. in preferences by 
homemakers for various program delivery methods, use of a weekly news 
column was found to be significant beyond the .01 level. Informa-
tion can be disseminated successfully to clientele through the news-
paper. As was indicated in the survey of sources of information for 
various problems, yoilllg homemakers are seeking information on their 
own through reading books, magazines, and newspapers. 
Progrannnatic Needs 
Problems of young families were reported in all areas of home 
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economics by all groups. Programmatic needs that were found to be non-
significant were food and nutrition, clothing and textiles, consumer 
education, family relations and communication, child care and develop-
ment, financial management, home furnishings, housing, gardening and 
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landscaping, and home arts and crafts. There was one significant dif-
ference in the programmatic needs of young families not involved in 
Extension programs and young families who were involved in Extension 
programs. As shown in Table XXIX, home management was significant at 
the .OS level; therefore, the hypothesis H6 was not accepted. Members 
and non-members all reported programmatic needs in home economics. 
Non-members reported a significant need for home management informa-
tion. Other needs were similar but may change during a period of new 
activity such as becoming employed or having a new baby to care for. 
Change is imminent and needs will change as times and situations change. 
TABLE XXIX 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF FACTORS 
RELATED TO PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT 
Factor x2 
Ownership of Home* 12.59 
Place of Residence* 28.85 
Employment 27.016 
Programmatic Needs 
Home Management* .8. 32 
Preference of time 



















*Over 20 percent of the cells had expected counts of less than five; 
therefore, chi-square may not have been a valid test for these 
factors. 
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Time Preference for Programming 
As shown in Table XXIX, there were no significant differences in 
preference of time for programming. Therefore, the hypothesis Hs 
that there is no significant difference in the preference of times 
for programming by young families who are involved in Extension pro-
grams and by those who are not involved was accepted. 
Summary 
As shown in this chapter, there were similarities and differen-
ces between Extension Homemaker members and non-members. Extension 
Homemaker members were older than non-members. Extension Homemakers 
I 
had older children than non-members. These factors were due partly to 
the design of the study. The chi-square analysis showed a significant 
difference in ages of homemakers, number of preschool children, and in-
volvement in Extension programs. Homemakers who were older and those 
with no preschool children were more likely to be involved as an Exten-
sion member. 
The non-involvement of homemakers with preschool children or in-
fants indicates the need to provide child care, which was significant. 
Low cost child care is needed for homemakers with children to partici-
pate more fully in Extension programs. 
Place of residence and ownership of residence were found to be 
significant factors for involvement in Extension programs. Non-
members were more likely to live in an urban area or the city of Musko-
gee. Respondents were more likely to live in a conventional single 
family home and to own it. 
Although 53.5 percent of the homemakers in the study were em-
ployed, this was not a significant factor in program involvement. 
111.ere were no significant differences in income. 
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Knowledge levels about Extension and contact with the Extension 
office were significant. The less contact a group had with the Ex-
tension office through programs, literature, or newsletters, the less 
they reported knowing about Extension programs. Having had no contact 
with the Extension office was also significant for non-members. 
Extension homemaker members were more likely to be involved in 
church, children's school activities, and community service. These 
involvements were highly significant. Involvement in other activities 
was of slight significance. 
Non-member program needs differed slightly from Extension Home-
makers. Non-members who were employed or had an infant desired pro-
grams in home management, making it a significant need at the <.05 
level. There were no significant differences in needs in the other 
home economics subject matter areas. 
Extension Homemaker members preferred Extension leader lesson 
programs to receive information. All groups preferred newsletters 
and printed materials. Only these three methods of program delivery 
were found to be significant. 
There were no significant differences in preference of time for 
programs. Non-members were more likely to prefer evening programs. 
Extension Homemakers were nearly evenly divided in their preference 
of morning, evening, or afternoon programs. 
The study indicated that young families get much of their infor-
mation from reading books, magazines, newspapers, and related materials . 
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Young homemakers also asked their mothers, friends, or neighbors to 
share their experiences and knowledge when they have a problem and did 
not seek help from reading sources. 
The next chapter will be a discussion of the findings, implica-
tions, and suggestions for further research. This information will 
provide insight for needed program changes in order to increase Exten-
sion program participation of young homemakers. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this study were to determine the needs and inter-
ests of young families and to look at ways of involving them more in 
ongoing extension home economics educational programs of the Coopera-
tive Extension Service. Young families' preferences of times for pro-
gramming and preferences of receiving educational information were 
also studied. 
The review of literature included information on the Cooperative 
Extension Service, Extension Homemakers, and problems significant to 
the young family. Several early studies of extension home economics 
programs for young families were fotmd, along with fewer more recent 
studies. 
Young families in Muskogee County, Oklahoma, made up the popula-
tion for this study. A total of 200 homemakers participated. Home-
makers in the study were predominantly between ages 18 and 3~. The 
sample was divided into four groups that had varying levels of partic-
ipation and non-participation in Cooperative Extension Home Economics 
programs in Muskogee County. The groups were Extension Homemakers, 
an original mailing list of young families, homemakers later added to 
the mailing list, and homemakers who had not received any newsletters; 
the latter two groups being identified from hospital birth records. 
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The sample was surveyed by a mailed questionnaire. Question-
naires were distributed to a total of 400 homemakers in mid-January, 
1981. Questionnaires were returned within an eight week period. 
The questionnaire was designed to collect demographic data and 
information pertaining to home economics backgrounds. Problems the 
homemakers had the previous year, information sources homemakers util-
ize, preferred methods and meeting times for receiving information, 
child care considerations, and educational program needs were also 
studied. 
Pretesting the questionnaire was done with homemakers not in-
cluded in the study. Changes were made and the instrument re-tested 
using a second non-involved group. 
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The data were collected, tabulated, and submitted to the Oklahoma 
State University Computer Center for a frequency count, percentages, 
and chi-square analysis. Cells were collapsed and hand computed for 
the final analysis of the four study groups. 
Findings and Conclusions 
Young families in Muskogee County averaged having 2.8 children. 
If the children were preschool age, child care became a major factor 
in determining whether young mothers could attend a meeting or educa-
tional event. This was considered for Extension home economics 
programs. 
Young homemakers were well educated. Approximately 90 percent 
had completed high school, 45 percent reported attending college, and 
24 percent had received at least a bachelor's degree. The high rate 
of college attendance perhaps was due to the availability of a number 
of higher educational facilities in the area; three within 30 miles 
and four more within 60 miles. 
Young homemakers generally had some home economics backgrounds 
from secondary school. Approximately 90 percent had home economics 
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in school, but remembered having mostly clothing and foods experiences. 
The study showed these same subject matter strengths in homemakers who 
were past 4-H members. 
Family income levels for young families were much higher than the 
expected per capita income figure of $7,585. Only 12 percent had in-
comes under $8,000. Over 50 percent had incomes above $14,000, and 
27.5 percent had incomes above $20,000. This may have been due to the 
higher educational attainment and due to both husband and wife being 
employed in 56 percent of the families. 
More young families owned their homes than was expected. This 
may have been due to joint incomes that might make home ownership 
possible. 
Homemakers in their late twenties and thirties were more likely to 
know about Extension or have contact with Extension office programs. 
Young families who were not involved in some way with programs were not 
knowledgeable of the Extension educational materials, services, or or-
ganizations within Extension. 
The data are discussed in relation to the spedfic objectives of 
the study. They are as follows: 
Objective 1: Participation or Non-Participation 
Data show there were young families who were not currently in-
volved in Cooperative Extension educational programs who would 
participate. There are others who would not. A variety of factors 
were related to whether or not an audience chose to participate. 
Reasons for non-involvement were somewhat complex and related 
in some cases to findings in other objectives. Not being invited to 
attend or to join was the most significant reason given for non-
invol vement in the Extension Homemakers groups. Lack of awareness of 
the programs was another reason found and was substantiated by the 
Doremus (1964), Miller (1973), and McClain (1978) studies. 
Child care problems or concerns were a third factor in non-
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invol vement. This also was substantiated by the finding in the 
McClain (1978) study. Homemakers who have infants and preschool chil-
dren might choose not to participate, rather than tackle the problem 
of child care, taking a child, or public opinion. 
While there was no significant difference found in employment as 
a factor of non-involvement, it cannot be overlooked. It will con-
tinue to be a barrier for young homemakers who want to be involved 
in Extension Home Economics. Data showed that over 56 percent of the 
respondents in this study were employed, the majority full-time. Most 
jobs prefer full-time employees. Employees must be employed more than 
half-time to receive any benefits. The situation probably is not going 
to change, so Extension must seek ways of further involving the em-
ployed homemaker along with the homemaker who is not employed. 
Objective 2: Programmatic Needs 
The study showed there were needs in all areas of home economics. 
The needs of greatest concern were in food and nutrition, child care 
and development, financial management, clothing, family relations and 
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communications, and family health. A lesser concern, home management, 
was the only subject matter area to be a significant need, particularly 
for the employed homemakers in Group 2 and the mothers of infants in 
Group 4. Employed homemakers and mothers of infants and children under 
age two felt the need for some management and organization information 
and skills to help better meet their needs of caring for their family 
and home. This further substantiates the findings related to child 
care, and the need to reach the employed homemaker. Even though these 
homemakers may not be able to participate, they can be reached through 
newsletters and other media to help them meet their needs. Radio and 
television were not a promising media in Muskogee. 
Objective 3: Involvement in Other Activities 
Data showed that employment and caring for preschool and infant 
children were two activities which took much of the homemaker's time. 
Although found not to be significant, 56 percent of the homemakers in 
the study were employed. As mentioned in Objective 1, ages of chil-
dren were of significance in the infant and preschool categories to 
affect participation or non-participation in other activities. 
The study revealed that involvement in church activities and 
involvement in school-aged children's activities were of significance 
for homemakers who were participating in Extension programs, but also 
included many of the homemakers who were not involved. Extension 
Homemakers generally considered themselves a service to the conununity 
and their organization a service group. Young homemakers who were 
not members were involved more in various miscellaneous activities 
such as sports or recreational games or involvement in other 
organizations. 
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Realizing that these situations may not change, Extension should 
seek ways of getting information to families other than through tradi-
tional meetings. Extension Homemaker membership categories should be 
extended and new categories of membership created rather than continu-
ing with only meetings which members attend. 
Objective 4: Time and Method Preference 
Data shows various times were preferred for meetings, if meetings 
were to be attended. Each group of homemakers differed somewhat in 
their preference. Meetings were not a preferred method of learning by 
Extension Homemaker non-members; approximately half of the Extension 
Homemaker members preferred alternatives to meetings. 
The study revealed there are times to avoid for scheduling pro-
grams. All seasons presented problems for a few homemakers, but gen-
erally summer and winter presented more problems for meeting or for 
receiving information. Well planned and well publicized programs can 
be successful in any season. 
Findings indicated homemakers received information in a variety 
of ways. With more educational backgrounds, homemakers relied on 
printed materials, books, magazines, and pamphlets to seek answers on 
their own when they had questions or problems. This indicates home-
makers are motivated to do self study, although they may not use the 
most researched resource. 
If homemakers asked someone about the question or problem, they 
generally asked their mothers, other family members, friends, or 
neighbors for information. Shared experiences and knowledge were of 
help to young homemakers. This indicates the need for all homemakers 
to be knowledgeable and the need to keep researched information flow-
ing out to the public. 
An analysis of the data showed homemakers preferred newsletters 
and printed materials most for receiving information. These were the 
methods preferred in the Doremus (1964) and McClain (1978) studies. 
Workshops and shortcourses were the most preferred type of meeting. 
Newspaper articles and ~ome study lessons were another preference of 
written information. Extension Homemaker members generally preferred 
leader lessons to receive their educational information at their 
meetings. 
To reach the traditional meeting oriented Extension Homemaker 
member, programming can continue in various styles of meetings. To 
reach the Extension Homemaker who is employed and the non-member who 
is employed or has small children, programming must be altered to in-
clude evening programs and a variety of independent study materials. 
Newsletters, printed materials distribution, newspaper articles, and 
home study courses are possible ways to accomplish this. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
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There is a need for further research on programming for the young 
family, even though findings from this study and other similar studies 
have added to the knowledge we have about this aged clientele. This 
was a limited study of young homemakers with varying degrees of partic-
ipation and non-participation in Muskogee County Oklahoma Cooperative 
Extension home economics programs. Further studies are needed in other 
locali.ties to test the validity of conclusions drawn from this study. 
Two related questions arise from this study and are suggested 
for future study: What is the effectiveness of independent learning 
methods as compared to traditional teaching through meetings, work-
shops, or shortcourses with a maintained contact with an instructor, 
.and what is the cost-benefit of newsletters and other independent 
learning materials? It is hoped that other researchers will explore 
these and other areas in other populations of young families. 
Implications 
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The study data has implications for improving Extension home eco-
nomics programming for young families in Muskogee County. Information 
on weaknesses of current program strategies and use of preferred meth-
ods named in this study can be used to strengthen existing programs 
and implement new programs to reach new young family clientele. Impli-
cations are written for both professionals and the Extension Homemakers 
organization. 
Two types of learning were preferred by the different clientele. 
Some clientel~ want to learn at meetings with a speaker disseminating 
important information on the subject, or through experience in a work-
shop, Some clientele wo.uld prefer to seek information on their own 
through using books and other reading resources. Both methods of 
learning offer challenges to professionals. 
Meetings 
With the number of dual-earner families increasing, alternatives 
to meetings should be·considered for young homemakers in Muskogee 
County. For high priority needs, meetings might be one method to 
reach an audience. Meeting times may need to be arranged around work 
schedules for some homemakers to attend. Some programs might be 
planned to include husbands, if the subject would be of mutual inter-
est to men. Further discussion of conditions under which husbands 
might become involved in Extension programs are stated later under 
needs and interests. Programs for employed families would need to be 
scheduled around a typical work schedule for most young families to 
attend. Even then, some young families do not have traditional work 
hours. This implies a need for some educational programs to be of-
fered in the evening or on weekends. It also implies the need to do 
further programming with independent study, which is discussed as the 
next subtopic. Avoiding seasonally busy times might aid successful 
attendance, although some priority programs might be offered success-
fully then. 
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Data show the need to consider child care when planning a meeting 
that will include young families. Young families in their child bear-
ing years may have children that would require child care. In order 
to assure that yot.mg families with children have the opportunity to. 
attend, programs would be offered that include low cost child care, or 
be offered when low cost mothers-day-out child care programs are avail-
able in the community. 
Independent Learning 
Extension professionals should consider possible conflicts that 
may prevent yot.mg families from attending meetings and provide alter-
native methods of receiving information. Extension has many excellent 
printed materials that could be placed as browsing materials in public 
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waiting areas or be used in home study courses or in independent learn-
ing packets. These could be used at the homemaker's convenience if they 
were developed and made available and if young families were made aware 
of them. 
Independent learning situations were preferred by the reading 
oriented clientele. Newsletters and newspapers should be utilized 
more to disseminate information. Independent learning as a possible 
media in Muskogee County should be explored. As more materials are de-
veloped for newsletters, home study lessons, and check out learning 
packages, evaluation of their effectiveness and ties to Extension should 
be considered. The cost-benefit figure for doing program newsletters 
is necessary as costs continue to rise. 
Information Resources 
Data from the study indicated that today's young families get much 
information from reading books and magazines. This may be the result 
of a better educated society. It implies the need for Extension spe-
cialists and other professionals to get articles published in current 
popular magazines that today's young families are reading. 
Extension should do this for three reasons: (1) Current popular 
periodicals were what young homemakers were reading; (2) Extension can 
provide reliable researched information for this clientele; and (3) Ex-
tension could gain added visability by doing so, which could be help-
ful for funding support. By writing for current popular periodicals, 
the audience of young families that Extension now reaches could be 
expanded. 
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The study also indicated that homemakers get much information from 
their mothers, neighbors, and friends. Realizing that not all young 
families will be reached first hand, Extension needs to continue to 
provide reliable information and materials to clientele of all ages, 
so that they can continue to pass along' the information. 
Evidence was shown that paraprofessional programs were recognized 
by clientele as being helpful in particular program areas. Clientele 
may not always associate names of individual paraprofessionals or 
professionals with Extension, so employees should repeatedly acknowl-
edge the program is from Extension and make recommendations to call or 
visit the office for other information. 
Needs 
Needs were present in all of the groups in the study. Previous 
studies showed different educational needs for young families. This 
implies that while each clientele group has needs, they may be dif-
ferent in other areas and at other times. 
Young families may voice their needs, or a program planning com-
mittee that includes young family representatives along with others who 
understand the yotmg family situation may determine their program needs. 
Priority needs would be determined and programs planned to meet those 
needs. 
The study revealed that husbands might become involved in some 
programs. Conditions under which husbands might attend programs were if 
the subject was of interest and if he had time. As Title IX is incorpor-
ated into program audits, this information may be useful in program 
development for ways to include more men in Extension home economics 
programs. 
Awareness and Acceptance 
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Data from this study show that some young families would become 
involved in Extension Homemaker programs if they were aware of the pro-
gram and if they were invited or asked and if they were interested in 
the program subject matter. Approximately half of the homemakers who 
indicated a preference of becoming involved in Extension Homemakers 
preferred being involved in a younger group, rather than a group of 
all ages. McClain (1978) found similar results. 
This implies a need for Extension homemakers to do more personal 
invitations in getting potential young homemakers to attend or join. 
It also implies the need to conduct a program awareness campaign on 
what the Extension Homemaker organization is. Young homemakers who 
want to be in groups of all young homemakers should be encouraged to 
form groups of their own ages. 
Data indicated that a small number of non-members felt Extension 
homemaker programs were for older women. Since place of residence 
showed young homemaker members were predominantly rural women, the pos-
sibility of the program being perceived as being for rural women must 
be considered. There may be some misconceptions among young home-
makers who think that Extension Homemaker programs are for older rural 
women. Both professionals and Extension Homemakers should work to 
change this perception if it does exist. 
Extension Homemakers should evaluate where they are and where they 
want to be in regard to attracting the young homemaker as a member. 
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Extension homemakers should strive to make their organization more at-
tractive, inviting, interesting, friendly, and open. Changes must be 
made so that employed homemakers and others with limited time to attend 
meetings can become members. 
Change Image 
Information gathered indicated some home economics program percep-
tions could be stereotyped as cooking and sewing. The backgrounds of 
young homemakers in the study indicated this was what homemakers re-
membered of the programs in which they participated when they were 
growing up. These subject matter areas are important, but other home 
economics subject matter areas are also. Professionals must strive to 
change this image by making other home economics subjects interesting 
and significant enough to be remembered and be of help to the young 
people in the future. This may be achieved in part by providing the 
same types of laboratory experiences and learning by doing experiences 
that have been done in the clothing and foods subject matter areas. 
Members of 4-H should be educated that Muskogee County Extension has 
other services and information they can use after they leave 4-H. 
Graduates of 4-H should be encouraged to become involved in Extension 
Homemakers. 
Professionals should look at their backgrounds in foods and cloth-
ing and in other home economics subject matter areas and determine if 
the other subject matter areas have been taught as effectively as foods 
and clothing. If other subject matters have not been taught as effec-
tively, then determine whether the teaching background was lacking. 
If updating needs to be done at the professional level, then it should 
be done. Other program areas need to become as strong as foods and 
clothing. 
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Home economists should continue to promote all areas of home 
economics with available media and other organizations as opportuni-
ties arise. A public relations and awareness plan should be consid-
ered. In progrannning to meet the needs and interests of young families, 
professionals have overlapped subject matter areas in the past to teach 
effectively. For instance, consumer education and buying have been 
taught in all subject matter areas. Safety and energy aspects likewise 
have been included in other subject matter areas. This should continue 
to be done. 
In a time when image can be so important in funding and accolUlta-
bili ty, home economics programs must be shown to be meeting the needs 
of students, young families, and others at whatever level the program 
is. The awareness that knowledge of home economics related informa-
tion can have a preventative effect on potential problems the young 
family and other families face should be made known to the public and 
program legitimatizers every opportunity that is possible. 
Extension's image has been reputable, but limited. If Extension 
is to have an image of working with all families, then professionals 
need to communicate the program and make the public aware of its pro-
grams, services, and organizations. Organizations within Extension 
need to look at updating their image to be attractive to young family 
clientele and determine if the organization has been stereotyped by 
past programs and experiences with it. If so, can it meet the chal-
lenge of change? 
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Prograrmning for young families can probably be accomplished 
through a program planning committee if the committee includes young 
family representatives along with others who understand the young fam-
ily situation. Along with determining program needs, committees 
should look at some alternative program delivery methods, other than 
meetings for clientele to attend. Independent learning materials 
seem to be an alternative. With a wealth of printed information 
available, Extension needs to make people aware of it. 
The keys to getting young families involved are to create an 
awareness of Extension programs and the variety of services and infor-
mation available, not just in home economics, but in all areas and 
to design programs that will meet their needs. For this non-traditional 
audience to participate, we may need to use some non-traditional meth-
ods of extending education. 
Recommendations 
In order to better help young families with the problems they 
have, this researcher makes the fol lowing final recommendations: 
1. The Extension Homemakers organizations should study their 
image and determine if changes need to be made in order to reach the 
young family, if this is an objective of theirs. The organization 
should also consider other types of membership for employed homemak-
ers and homemakers with child care problems that have difficulty 
in attending regular monthly meetings. 
2. The Cooperative Extension Service should develop a public 
awareness plan to make people more knowledgeable of its educational 
materials and services. 
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3. Home economists should evaluate their programs and see if 
reason exists for the stereotyping of home economics as foods and 
clothing. All subject matter areas should be stressed and strengthened 
if needed in the various home economics programs. 
4. Independent learning packages should be,developed, possibly 
using Extension Homemaker leader lesson materials which have already 
been developed. A clear~nghouse or categorization of leader materi-
als that have been developed would help to utilize existing materials 
better. Newsletters and other independent learning materials should 
be evaluated by cost benefit analysis. 
5. Extension programs for young families should consider offer-
ing child care, either low cost or free, or offering the program when 
low cost "mother's-day-out" child care is available. 
6. This_researcher recommends that more studies be made on use of 
educational methods and transport media for teaching clientele more 
effectively. 
Bailyn, B. 
N. C. : 
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January 14, 1981 
May I ask for 15 to 20 minutes of your time to complete the en-
closed questionnaire? I am conducting research on needs and interests 
of young homemakers like yourself and the program methods you prefer. 
This research will aid in providing more and better programs for young 
families in Muskogee County. 
In addition to helping me do a better job as Extension Home Econo-
mist with the Cooperative Extension Programs, the information you pro-
vide will help fulfill my graduate degree requirements at Oklahoma 
State University. I hope you will take part in this study. 
Your name is one randomly selected to represent young homemakers 
in Muskogee County. I hope you will complete the survey for my re-
search. Numbers are used only to identify those who have responded. 
Responses will be confidential. 
Many of the questions may be answered by checking the appropriate 
statement. Others required a written answer. Please be as complete 
and accurate as possible. Disregard any questions which do not apply 
to your situation or mark "Not Applicable" if this answer is provided. 
Thank you for your time and effort in supplying this information. 
Your cooperation and help is appreciated. The questionnaire should be 
completed and returned in the envelope by January 28. If you have any 








March 12, 1981 
Dear Homemaker: 
Several weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire on needs and inter-
ests of young families. I have not yet received your completed ques-
tionnaire. Enclosed is ~ copy of the questionnaire and a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope for your response. 
If you feel that you can help in this research for my thesis, I 
would greatly appreciate it. I am in need of a few more responses 
in order to have an adequate number for the study. 
All information will be confidential. Please help with my thesis 
research and with determining needs of young families in Muskogee 
County in order to develop more Extension Home Economics programs for 
young families. As Extension Home Economist for Muskogee County, I 
am interested in working more with young families. 
Your cooperation is appreciated. Please return your completed 








Pl ease answer each s taternent so that the information most accurately 







__ Over 40 
2. Education: Please check the highest education completed. 
__ 8th grade er less 
Some high school 
__ High school graduate 
Some co 11 ege 
__ College graduate 
__ Post college work 
__ Graduate degree 
__ Dusiness or trade school, 
please specify ______ _ 
3. Did you have any home economics courses while in junior or senior 
high school? 
__ yes no if yes, number of years __ _ 
Subject matter areas, check all that apply. 
foods and nutrition 
__ clothing and textiles 
__ housing 
__ family relationships 
__ child development 
__ home management 
__ other, plesse list 
4. Old you have any home economics courses while in college? 
__ yes no __ not applicable (did not attend college) 
if yes, approximate number of credit hours __ _ 
Subject matter areas, check all that apply. 
__ foods and nutrition __ child development 
__ clothing and textiles 
__ housing 
__ family relationships 
__ home management 
__ other, please list 
5. Did you have 4-H Club home economics experiences as a youth? 
__ yes no if yes, number of years __ _ 
Subject matter areas, check all that app 1 y. 
food preparation and nutrition __ family relationships 
food preservation __ chi Id development 
__ clothing and textiles 
__ housing and home improvement 
6. Do you have children? 
__ home management 
__ other, please list 
__ yes no if yes, give number in each age group. 
under I year 12-14 years 
__ 1-5 years __ 15-19 years 
6-11 years over 20 years 
7. How many hours are you gainfully employed by work in or out of the 








8. Type of employment: 
clerical __ executive 
__ production 
9. 
__ househo Id or pub 1 i c service 
__ professional or technical 
Yearly taxable income: (from al 1 
__ Under $8,ooo 
__ $8,000 to $9,999 
__ $10,000 to $11 ,999 
__ $12,000 to $13,999 
sources) 
other, please list type 
--of work --------
__ $14,000 to $15,999 
__ $16,000 to $17,999 
__ s1a,ooo to $19,999 
Over $20,000 
10. Place of residence: 
on a farm 
In the country, not on a farm 
In a town of 1,000 or less 
11. Do you own or rent your home: 
__ Own 
Rent 
In a town of 1,000 to 
--2,500. 
In a town of over 2,500 
__ Other, please explain--------------------
12. Type of dwelling: 
Mobile home 




Share home with another 
--family 
__ Othe·r, describe 
13. In what kinds of groups, organizations and activities do you 
regularly participate? 
__ Church activities 
Childrens school activities 
__ Education for self 
__ Trade or work related group 
__ service club or organ-
ization 
__ Other, describe ___ _ 
14. What newspapers do you read regularly?--------------
15. Oo you read the "home hints" column each Tuesday in the Muskogee 
paper? 
__ yes no 
If yes, have you used any inform~tion from the column? 
__ yes no If so, what?----------------
What types of information would you like in the column?------
16. When you have questions about how to do something, where or to whom 
do you go for information on: 
Foods and nutrition-----------------------
Clothing and Fabrics ~.,---,.-------------------­




Financial management---..,..-....,......------------------Family relations and conmunication _______________ _ 




17. What were questions of concerns that you had this past year in 
the areas listed on question 167 
18. What kind of contact have you had with the Cooperative Extension 
Office and information and programs offered in the past year? 
Have requested or picked up literature this past year 
Have attended one or more prograns offered this year 
__ flm familiar with because of organizations they work with 
__ Family belongs to an organized group they work with 
__ Other, describe ______________________ _ 
None 
19. Have you ever been an Extension Homemaker group member? 
__ yes no 
less than 1 year 
l to 3 years 
4 to 9 years 
__ I 0 to I 5 years 
__ Over 15 years 
if yes, how long? 
20. If "no" to question 19, or if you have been a member, but are no 
longer, why? Check as many as are appropriate. 
__ group or club disbanded 
__ went to work and group meets while I am working 
no other young homemakers are involved in the local group 
no one to take care of the children 
I had to take the children and felt they were not welcome 
did not like it 
husband disapproved 
__ requires too much personal involvement 
__ lack of transportation 
children are involved in so many things that I don't have tha 
--time to corrrnit myself to an organization 
no club or group is easily accessible 
have never been i'nvited to attend or join 
fear or dislike organizations 
believe programs are designed for older women 
lack of knowledge concerning the program 
__ other, please specify-------------------~ 
21. If you are not a member, would you be interested in becoming an 
Extension Homemaker? 
__ yes, in an existing group of all ages 
__ yes, in a new (or existing) group of young homemakers 
no 
need more information 
at a later date 
__ other, please specify~------------------~ 
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22. In what form would you be most interested in receiving home economics 
information7 Check all that apply. 
short courses 
__ workshops 
__ special interest meetings 
news letters 
__ newspaper articles 
Extension homemakers lesson 
__ study group 
Lunch 'N Learn (noon brown bag program) 
radio program 
television 
__ printed material (fact sheets and bulletins) 
__ talkback television classroom activities 
te I e-1 ecture 
tele-conference 
__ telephone conversation 
__ video tape 
__ 800 to 11- free te 1 ephone "Di a 1 a Tip" 
__ check out learning packages 
__ home study lessons 
__ public service announcements on radio and television 
__ special correspondance 
browsing educational materials available in public place 
--such as waiting rooms, laundromats, libraries, etc. 
__ other, describe~----------------------
23. For you to attend a non-formal educational program, are child 
care facilities a necessity? 
__ necessary 
desirable 
__ not necessary~ 
24. How much would you be willing to pay for child care? 
__ .50 per chi Id 
__ $ l.00 per hour 
__ other, specify~----------------------
not applicable 
25. For you to participate in an educational program, what time of the 





26. Is there a time in the year or seasons that you could not attend 
meetings or receive information? 
__ yes 






__ Other, specify __ _ 
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27. What problems have you had this past year where educational programs 
may have helped you to a solution? List three to five. 
28. If you would be willing to attend programs of interest to you, on 
what three subjects would you prefer information? 
29. Would your husband attend an educational meeting with you? 
~~yes no ~~not applicable (not married) ~~maybe 





QUE ST I O.'iNA I RE 
Please answer each st;;ter.\ent >O that the in format ion most accurately 







14 Over 40 
2. fo·.Jca• ion: Please check tht: high~st education completed. 
_l_c th grade or les!i 32 College graduate 
17 Some high school ...J!__Post college worK 
llBusiness * 
llNursing * 
63 High school qraduate 8 Graduate degree 3Cosmotology * 
*ZS Business 43 Some col lt>ge or trade school ~ocational ·-p!ease spec! fy _____ _ 
3. ri:d ycu have any home ecnnomic<. courseo; while in junior or senior 
4. 
,. igh school? 
lB_Q_yes 2.Q_no if ves, number of years __ 
Sut>ject matter areas, checi.. all 
174 foo.:ls and nutrition 





68 child development 
62 home management 
7 other, please I ist 
-first aid 








37 .,es 83 no 73 .,ot a,:>pl lcabl~ (did not attend col lege)_.z_no response 
if yes, approximate number of credit hours__ Credit Hours 
Su~ject matter areas, check 
19fo'.Jd> and nutrition 
--r6"clotnino and textiles -g· .. 
-,-rr:-ius1n9 
~ "3mi ly relationships 
311 that apply. 
23 child development 
--g-home management 
5 other, please 1 ist 





S. o;c: vou have 4-H Club home economics experiences as a youth? Years 
_'Z.4_ves 12..6...no if yes, nCJrn:ier of years__ 1--12 
Subject matter areas, check al 1 that apply. 2--18 
48:r,,d preparation and nutrir:or 13 family relaticnshipJ--IiJ 
-28rood preservation Schi Id development · 4--/ 
-s1J" ~ 5--4 ~lathing and text i Jes home manage:nent T -z- 6--3 __ 1housi,n9 and home improve::ient __ other, please list 7 __ -z-
8--L 
6. Do you have children? 9--L 
* 
il"IL"yes C:no if yes, q;ve ilUf'lber in each age group . 
.J..;2...l. ---i..: Number of Olildren 
_§lunder I year _&12-14 years 1---64 
1151-5 years JJ .. .JS-19 years 2---/5" 
_956-11 years J.l..over 20 years 3---33 
















8. Type of employment: 
33 clerical 
-:y;--
- / household or public service 
j8 professional or technical 
1 executive 
l~ product ion 
other, please I ist type 
--of work -------
9. Yearly taxable income: (from al I sources) 
_2_4_Under $8,ooo 
..12.__S8,ooo to S9,999 
18 510,000 to $11,999 
10 $12,000 to SIJ,999 
10. Place of residence: 
37 on a farm 
""J61n the country, not on a farm 
rr,n a town of 1,000 or less 
11. Do ;ou own or rent your home: 
164Jwn 
~ent 
..2..2_514,000 to $15,999 
__1_Sl6,000 to $17,999 
~$18,000 to $19,999 
2l_over s20,ooo 27 no response 
7 In a town of 1 ,000 to 
gs2,soo. 
In a town of over 2,500 
- 3no response 
_3_0ther, please explain live with parents or other relatives 
12. Type of dwel I ing: 
2 7 Mob i I e home 
1'"5'4"Single family 









13. In what kinds of groups, organizations and activities do you 
regularly participate? 
139 Church activities 
96 Chi ldrens school activities 
--yr-Education for self 
14 Trade or work related group 
J2.f_Service club or organ-
ization 
.2A:_Other, describe ____ _ 
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14. What newspapers do you read regularly? 18 pope; 168 Muskogee Phoenix; 
24 Tulsa World/Trib@e; 4 Oklahoman/Tjmes; 2 Ft. Gibson; 2 C.O. News 
15. Do you read the "home hints" column each Tuesday in the Muskogee 1 Haskell; 11 other 
paper? 
16. 
Ir y<'S, have you used any inform..>t ion from the column? 
59 ·;es 35 no If so, what? 16 foods; 7 Clothing; 7 home mgt.; 5 COnS. ed. 
'.lhat cypes of information would you like in the column?-----
22 food; 5 clothing; 11 financial mgt; 7 child care/dev.; 14 same 
'"'''""/Ou have questions about how to do something, where or to whom 
do IOU go for information on: See responses in Appendix D' 
Foods and nutrition -----~T~aub~l~e,._s_.XX::Xl.Q,j.--~XXX.Q.4MI~I...-I~.------­
c I ut hi ng and Fabrics .,-:--..,...-----------------
Consumer education and buying------------------
Home Management -----------------------
Housing~~,...--------------------------~ Herne Furnishings, ______________________ 
f;,~,ancial management---------------------
Family relations and co11111unication ______________ _ 
u,, Id care and development------------------
F Jm 1 i y hea I th ------------------------
5 d f e ty ----------------------------
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17. What were questions of concerns that you had this past year in 
the areas listed on question !67 53 food and nutrition, 45 child care and 
development, 32 family health, 30 financial management, 23 clothing, 
19 housing, 17 constnner education and beyin~, 16 home management, 
16 safety, 14 home furnishings, 12 family relations/corrnnunications. 
18. What kind of contact have you had with the Cooperative Extension 
Office and information and programs offered in the past year? 
50 Have requested or picked up literature this past year 
...3fi_Have attended one or more programs offered this year 
34 M1 familiar with because of organizations they work with 
13 Family belongs to an organized group they work with 
22 Other, describe 1 EFNEP, 2 4-H, 2 E.H., 2 past E.H., 4 Weigh Off, 
99None 4 newsletter, 1 arts and craft show, 1 telephbne, 
19. Have you ever been J, ~Wr?fi91lt~,a~rlJ,t~jr'ili~~? at another time' 1 Welfare. 
6Syes 135 no if yes, how long? 
....fj_less than l year 
19 1 to 3 years 
17 4 to 9 years 
L1 O to 15 years 
Q Over 15 years 
20. If "no" to quest ion 19, or if you have been a member, but are no 
longer, why? Check as many as are appropriate. 
21. 
___Q_group or club disbanded 
....1.8....went to work and group meets while I am working 
18no other young homemakers are involved in the local group 
13 no one to take care of the children 
1 I had to take the children and felt they were not welcome 
--Y--did not like it 
_2_husband disapproved 
~8_requires too much personal involvement 
___J_lack of transportation 
l4children are involved in so many things that I don't have th~ 
--ti me to commit myse 1 f to an organization 
~no club or group is easily accessible 
SO have never been i'nvited to attend or join 
-5-fear or dislike organizations 
lObelieve programs are designed for older women 
..§1._lack of knowledge concerning the program 
16other, please specify 4 work, 5 have no time. 4 busy with church, 
- 1 not interested 1 with newborn 1 not aware of EH. 
If you are not a member, wou la-you be 1 nte'rested -, n becom 1 ng an' 
Extension Homemaker? 
-1..B_yes, in an existing group of all ages 
14yes, in a new (or existing) group of young homemakers 
40 no 
59need more information 
29 at a later date 
Sather, please specify later, when she retires, when time permits. 
10 no response 
22. In what form would you be most interested in receiving home economics 
information? Check all that apply. 
72 short courses 
75 workshops 
SS special interest meetings 
110 news letters 
73newspaper articles 
54Extension homemakers lesson 
15 study group 
34Lunch 'N Learn (noon brown bag program) 
17 radio program 
38 televl s ion 
llOprinted material (fact sheets and bulletins) 
9 ta I kback tEtlevi s ion cl ass room activities 
'""'"()tele-lecture 
6tele-conference 
__ 10 te I ephone conversation 
5video tape 
SO 800 toll-free telephone "Dial a Tip" 
46check out learning packages 
56home study lessons 
30public service announcements on radio and television 
-1.fi.special correspondance 
52browsing educational materials available in public place 
--such as waiting rooms, laundromats, libraries, etc. 
__ other, describe ---------------------
23. For you to attend a non-formal educational program, are child 
care fac i 1 it ies a neces.s i ty? 
69 necessary 
5Sdesi rable 
70 not necessary~ 
24. How much would you be willing to pay for child care? 
43. 50 per chi Id 
25. 
41$1.00 per hour 
28other, specify 
51 not app Ii cab le _3_7_n_o ___ r_e_S_p __-Qns--e-----------
For you to participate in an educational 
day is best suited to your needs? 
52 morning 
...8£.evening 
program, what time of the 
48 afternoon 1 none 
11._anytime 1 couldn't attend 
26. Is there a time in the year or seasons that you could not attend 
meetings or receive information? 
47 yes 124 no 29 no response 





17 Other, specify __ _ 
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27. What problems have you had this past year where. educational programs 
28. 
may have helped you to a solution? List three to five. 
48 food and nutrition. 39 child care and development, 34 financial 
management, 16 clothing, 19 family relations and communications, 
15 home fll111ishings, 14 housing, 13 home rnana~ement, 11 constnner 
education and buying, $ fanuly health, 8 arts crafts, 6 energy, 
If you would be willing to attend programs of interest to you, on 
what three subjects would you prefer lnfonnatlon? · 
5 safety, 22 
other, 14 none. 
77 food and nutrition, 50 cbj ld care and cievel0JJ1DMt, 42 clothing, 
32 financial management, 26 barre furnj5hingsJ 24 arts/crafts, 20 
home management, 18 family relations/comurunications,17 consumer ed. 
29. Would your husband attend an educational meeting with you712 garden/landscape, 6 
23 yes 73 no 5 not appl I cable (not married) fil_maybe health, 18 other, 
-;;;;r what :;;;1t1ons might he attend? Eno response 2 none •. 
46 subject of interest, 6 subject of interest wHh other men present, 
8 subject of interest and not working, 5 in the evening, 9 not 
workino- or busy otherujse 1 if wive asked bi:m to 1 if it 
free, ·~ under no condition would the husbahd attend. 
16. Magazine and book titles named as resources: 
4 Consumers Guide 
:Z Consumers Magazine 
-Y Consumer Digest 
:Z Consumer Buying Guide 
-g Consumer Reports 
-Y Organic Gardening 
1 Apartment Life 
3 Parents 
-Y First Five Years of Life 
-Y Family Safety Magazine 
-Y Polly's Pointers 
:Z Family Circle 
:Z Woman's Day 
-Y Good Housekeeping 
-Y Better Hornes and Gardens 
-Y Simplicity Magazine 
-Y Singer Sewing Guide 
-Y Betty Crocker Sewing Guide 
-Y Better Homes and Gardens Baby Book 
-Y Better Homes and Gardens Medical Book 
-Y Ball Canning Book 
-Y Home furnishings trade publications 
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Question 17 responses 
Food and Nutrition 





buying best buys-3 
inseason buys-1 
managing grocery money-1 
budget meals-2 
cooking different things-3 
diets/dieting-3 
feeding the baby-1 
feeding small children at horne-1 
adequate children's diets-3 






use of a pressure cooker-1 




Clothing and Textiles 





putting in zippers-1 
making and mending clothes-1 
bias plaid skirts-1 
stain removal-1 













asthma and control-1 




buying a home-2 
cost of remodeling-1 













getting husband and children 




consumer education and buying-1 
buying a car-2 
buying clothes and furniture-1 










poison control and antidotes-2 
installing wood burning stove-1 
contamination of food and water-1 
thawed foods when freezer goes 
out-1 
leaving boiled eggs and cream 
pies out of refrigerater 
overnight-1 
using pressure cooker-1 (foods) 
Family Health (continued) 




Question 17 responses continued 
Family Relations and Communication 
family relations and communication-5 
family relations-I 
communication with children-I 
breakdown in communication-I 
communication with teenage daughter-1 
home entertainment-1 
healthy home atmosphere-1 
education of our children-1 
emotional problems-1 
Child Care and Development 
child care and development-15 
child care-6 
child development-9 




pregnancy norms and needs-1 
fetal development-1 
prenatal care-1 
coping with and training a two-year-old-1 
toilet training-1 
ten year olds-1 
thirteen year olds-1 
rebellion in a 12 year old-1 
being overly strict or permissive-1 
finding responsible baby sitters-1 




all areas listed had some problems-2 
all areas but housing had some problems-1 
keeping up with research-1 




Question 27 responses 
Food and Nutrition 
food and nutrition-2 
food-3 
nutrition-4 


















appealing low calorie foods-1 
dieting after the baby comes-1 
supper-I 
Clothing and Textiles 
clothing and textiles-I 
clothing-1 









cheaper to buy or make clothing-I 
Financial Management 
financial management-8 
managing and saving money-4 





stretching the dollar-1 
bookkeeping-I 
bookkeeping for the farm-I 
Financial Management (cont.) 
bills-1 
bank account management-I 
living with inflation-1 
estate planning-I 
income tax-2 
Housing and Home Furnishings 
housing--5~~~ 
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decorating around and installing 
a wood stove-1 
home decorating-1-5 
wall papering-1 
remodeling a house-1 




tips on saving energy-1 
insulation-1 
sewing projects for the nursery-1 
building-1 
floor care-lineoleum-1 
owning 1st home-1 
house plans-I 
home financing-I 
putting in a yard--soil prep.-1 
landscaping-1 
















sewing Christmas gifts-1 
gifts and gift wrapping-1 
Christmas decorations-I 
Question 27 responses continued 
Conswner Buying and Education 
buying furniture~ 
consumer buying and educ.-2 
furniture repair-1 
buying household goods-1 
buying appliances-I 
Family Relationships and Conununication 
and Child Development 
family relationships-4 
problems with school-aged children-1 
coping with 2 year old-1 






coping with an ill parent-I 
aging parents-I 




coping with children-2 
basic children's discipline-4 









preteen foster child-1 
avoiding depression-I 
handling stress-I 
working with children-1 
understanding busing-1 
natural family planning-1 







beauty and you-1 
grooming for junior high girls-1 




auto maintenance and repairs-I 
services of Oklahoma-I 
getting a job-1 
time management (8-5 job)-4 
gardening-9 
insect control-I 
cattle raising tips-2 
horses-I 
poultry-2 
no real problems-I 
couldn't think of any-1 
not applicable-5 
none-12 
Question 28 Responses 
Food and Nutrition 
food and nutrition-17 
food-4 
cooking-18 
new ways of cooking-1 



















cuts of meat-1 
food and water storage-1 
making meals more exciting-1 
Clothing and Textiles 
clothing and f abrics-6 
sewing and fabrics-1 
sewing projects-1 
sewing jeans heavy denim-1 
sewing for children-1 




making children's clothes-1 
clothing-7 
·any new tips new technology-I 
clothing skills-1 · 
sewing specialty things-1 
Consumer Education and Buying 
consumer education and buying-6 
consumer tips-1 
consumer educ~tion-2 
getting best buys on a fixed income-I 
buying conservatively-1 
consumer information-I 
buying household goods-1 
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Question 28 Responses Continued 





redecorating for novice and untalented-I 
budget ideas-1 
home interiors-1 
redecorating-wallpaper, paint selection, etc.-1 













lawn and gardening-I 
gardening-9 
growing vegetables-mulching-I 
decorating with houseplants-I 
houseplants-2 
low maintenance landscaping and house plants-I 
arts and crafts-7 
tole painting-I 
painting-I 







homemade gifts and articles-1 
Home Management 
home management-12 
quick easy methods of cleaning-3 
time management-I 
housework efficiency(j ob, house, family) -2 
household hints-2 -
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Question 28 Responses. Continued 
Financial Management 





shortcuts on saving money-1 
getting most for money-1 














living with an alcoholic-1 
family vacations on a budget-1 
raising children-2 · 
children-2 
















child learning and health concepts-I 





health and beauty-I 











homemaking in general-! 















RANKING OF GROUP 1 HOMEMAKERS' INFORMATION 
SOURCES FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
.. = .. ... 'II = ... = 'II ... 0 .. 0 El = < ... )( ... "' u "' 0 .. ID .. .. ... ... =· .. ... .... ... .. = = .. Q ... "O u "' u u ... = ..... = -= .. .. "O = Ei -= .. .. u .. .... = = "O 'II "' :z ...... .. ... .. z .. 11'1 ... ... ... ... = o= .. :z = .. = ... ~a ... 0 :! "O ... ...... = ... .. as II .. = = :a· :;! ... ·= ... uc:i. u .. .... = "' u >.o 0 >- >-'II -= == .... = ... c:.i ..., ... ... .. ... ..... "O .. "' 'II gj u· .. .... ... 0 .... 0 .. .ca 0 0 r:;"O El El = 11 "0 ... > • ... .. Source* = 0 .... o= 0 0 0 . .. .. = de:! .. .. 0 en "' u c:.i .. ::c ::c ::c "' "' .. "' en ... 
self 1 1 
mother s 7 1 3 1 17 
husband 1 2 2 2 2 6 3 1 19 
other family member 2 4 1 2 1 10 
friend/neighbor 3 ·3 3 3 2 4 1 2 3 3 2 29 
church/minister 1 3 4 
library s 3 3 3 2 z 1 1 20 
doctor 6 20 2 28 
health department 1 4 7 1 12 
o. s. u. Extension 
home economist/aide 9 3 3 2 z 1 1 1 1 1 1 25 
extension homemaker s s 2 3 3 3 3 . 3 2 2 2 33--
banker 1 3 4 
policeman/fireman 2 2 
newspaper 1 4 9 4 s 4 z 3 1 1 s 40 
magazines 4 4 6 3 1 s 4 3 3 z 3 38 
books 17 5 s 6 4 6 3 3 11 8 s 73 
labels/tags/package 
information 1 1 1 1 4 
department store/ 
related business 2 2 3 s 2 14 
professional friend 1 1 




community center 0 
school 0 
television 0 
*Rankings are shown for 11 subject matter areas; therefore, no 
percentages are shown for the table and totals will equal 
more or less than 100 percent. 
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TABLE XXXI 
RANKING OF GROUP 2 HOMEMAKERS' INFORMATION 
SOURCES FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
,. 
"' ... .. ..... = 
"' = ... = "' '"' Q ... Q a = < ... >< .... "' "' "' Q ... "' ... ... 
.., .., =· .. 
'"' ... ... .. = = .. Q ... ~ "' '"' u "' ... = .,. as = -= ... ... ~ ::s Ei -= .. ... u as ... ... ::s = ~ "' "' :E as ... .. .... :! z as w.., .., ... .... = "'= as = .. = .... "'::s '"'"' "' ~ .., '"'''" = r-. as = Ei .. Ii :: ... = i:: "' >- .. tlG ::s ... e t.l i:i. u as ... e ::s :E = ""' u >. O Q >- >-"' -= ::s al ... i:: ....t.l ~ .... ..... .. .... ""' ~ ... "' "' "' "' as .... .... "' ... "' as Source* ,Q Q Q =~ e ::s e = =~ .... > a .... ... ::s Q .... Q = Q Q Q .... .. i:: ..Q"' "' "' Q Cl] ""' t.l t.l"' :: :: :c ""' ""'"' t.l~ ""' Cl] ... 
self 4 l l l 2 l l 2 l z 16 
mother 4 10 l 6 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 45 
h.usband l z z 7 l l 14 
other family member z 5 l 5 5 3 4 l 4 4 l 35 
friend/neighbor 3 7 4 z 3 4 3 5 . l 3 z 37 
church/minister l l l l l z 9 l l 18 
library l 3 l l l l l 9 
doctor l z 8 16 z Z9 
health department z l l 4 
o. s. u. Extension 
home economist/aide 5 l 3 z z 3 z 3 2 3 3 Z9 
extension homemaker z - z 
banker 4 4 
policeman/fireman 0 
newspaper 3 3 5 2 3 4 z l 3 3 5 34 
magazines 7 6 14 5 5 g z 6 3 4 7 68 




related business l 3 6 z 3 l z 18 
professional friend z l l 5 
like and can afford 0 
catalogs l l 
classes/seminars l l l l l l 6 
nowhere l l l l l l l l 8 
community center 0 
school 0 
television 1 l 
*Rankings are shown for 11 subject matter areas; therefore, no 
percentages are shown for the table and totals will equal 
more or less than 100 percent. 
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TABLE XXXII 
RANKING OF GROUP 3 HOMEMAKERS' INFORMATION 
SOURCES FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
.. -.. .... = .. = ... = .. "' 0 ... 0 a = < ... • )4 ... .. .. .. 0 ... .. ... ... bO bO =· ... 
"' .... .... .. = = .. 0 ... .., .. "' u .. . ... = ...... = ..:: ... ... .., = a ..:: .. ... u .. ... ... = = .., .. .. ::E ...... ... .... .. z .. CD bO bO ... .... = .. = .. 
::E = .. = .... ~i "' .. .. .., bO "'"" = "' .. ., a :c ... = = .. >. .. bO = . ... a u~ u .. .... a= ::E = ~ u >. 0 0 >. >. .. ..:: == .... = .... u .., .... .... ... .... .,..., .., ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... .... .. ... .. .. 
Source* 
.0 0 0 ="" a = a = a.., .... > El .... ... = 0 .... o= 0 0 0 .... "'= oi! .. .. 0 ti) ~ u u .. :c :c :c ~ ~ " ~ ti) .... 
self 3 3 3 4 3 3 6 3 3 3 3 34 
mother 4 s 2 4 2 z z z 4 3 2 32 
husband 2 2 4 1 1 1 11 
other family member 3 s 2 2 2 1 3 3 s 3 2 31 
friend/neighbor 4 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 4 2 2 22 
church/minister 6 2 8 
library 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 8 
doctor 1 .:. 6 16 3 26 
health department 1 1 
O. S. U. Extension 
home economist/aide 3 1 1 s 
extension homemaker 0 
banker 4 4 
policeman/fireman 1 1 
newspaper z 1 3 1 z z 1 1 1 1 1 18 
magazines 6 6 10 6 s 15 4 8 11 6 7 84 
books zo 9 6 7 5 4 3 5 13 9 8 90 
labels/tags/package 
1 information 1 
department store/ 
related business 1 3 1 4 9 
professional friend 1 1 
like and can afford 0 
catalogs z z 
classes/seminars 0 
nowhere 1 1 1 1 4 
community center 1 1 z 
school 1 1 
television 1 z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 
*Rankings are shown for 11 subject matter areas; therefore, no 
percentages are shown for the table and totals will equal 
more or less than 100 percent. 
TABLE XXXIII 
RANKING OF GROUP 4 HOMEMAKERS' INFORMATION 
SOURCES FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
" .. as ... = . " = ... = " ,., 0 .. 0 el = < ... ~ ... "' " "'0 .. ~ ... .. Oil Oil =· .. .. ... as = = as 0 .. ~ 
" .. u " ... = ... as = -= .. .. ~ ::s el -= as .. u as .. .. ::s = ~ " U1 :E as ... .. ... as :z: as g.;i Oil Oil ... ... = " = as :E = as = ... " ::s .. " ... .., Oil ,., ... = .. as ~- as II ::: .. = = " >- as Oil ::s ... e u~ u as ... El ::s :E = '"' u >- o 0 >-" -= ::s a:I ... = .... u ~ .... .... .... ~ .... "' " "' " as . .. ... " ... Source* ...0 0 0 =~ El ::s e = El~ ... > e ::s 0 ... 0 = 0 0 0 ... as = -= " as <ll Pc u u as :: ::: ::: '"' '"' as ur;i '"' 
self l 2 3 s 3 6 5 4 l l 
mother 7 7 4 7 4 2 3 3 6 3 
husband 3 2 l 6 l 
other family member 5 4 4 4 3 4 2 2 s 2 
friend/neighbor 5 5 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 l 
church/minister l 8 l l 
library 2 l 2 l l l l l 3 
doctor 3 l 19 26 
health department 4 2 
o. s. u. Extension 
home economist/aide 3 2 l l l l l l 1 l 
extension homemaker 
banker l l l l 3 
policeman/fireman 
newspaper l 2 4 14 s 3 l 
magazines 8 8 15 7 7 ll s s 7 8 
books 20 s 5 7 9 8 7 9 lZ ll 
labels/tags/package 
information l 3 
department store/ 
reiated business l s 4 3 2 
professional friend 3 l 
like and can afford 
catalogs l 



















































percentages are shown for the table and totals will equal 
more or less than 100 percent. 
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